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munion, and of course by the same
Christian character,
this paper,
They must be BArTisTS, without qualifi- of exceptions and irregularitiesiw
cation. If immersion is essential to the have advocated. We would
rite, then no other mode can possibly con- known, and openly avowed und

en
:
d,

rome; Ho wil nus Tioéssy is enter one

stitute any part of baptism, and all unim-

mersed persons mustbe held and treated
as not baptized, If mode be not essential,

DOOM.
From out the horror and the flame-wrought maze,~
Dread darkness swiftly swirled through lurid skies,—

And saw, midmost of Christ-1if Paradise,
Unclouded now by any touch of shade,

6) Pu Muy

The

holy face of her be bad betrayed,

the consequences freely accepted.

Then suddenly he bowed his glant form,
Made massive by fierce fighting with his fate,
And, voicing in one ery his tense Ifeart-storm,
Hurled it against the inward-opening gate.
Deep
hell stood still,
affrighted; loud-mouthed
hate

To silence turned; the flame-flung shadows all |
Hung motionless upon the iron wall,

The palii-wingéd ery fled up to where she stood,

And stirred
the

meadows

to faint

symphoni

(He

watched it, silent,
through
hell's breathless
mood.)
;
She stooped to listen; a pure, sweet surprise
Flushed through her face,
her soft -and saintly

~C., H., Woodman, in May Atlantic.
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in Christ, who statedly assemble to worship

God, and

BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S SUPPER.
THEIR GOSPEL ORDER.
BY

thus:

tian church is an organization of believers

O. E. BAKER.
Ii,

We have not a word of apology for close

sustain
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gospel, according to his word.”

of the
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‘Lyon, and the readiness with which he
makes loose statements. Lyon, like the
Test: Of Wituenses of. his
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other ‘evangelical denominatior
as. outward ceremonies are not
practicable, and as all other ¢
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at $800.000. Eight

and general object of ceremonial

‘ of | hundred persons are thrown out of emthings, so, on the same ground, F. Bap- | ployment by the suspension.——Freight
to the

that the denomination’s doctrines an
tices ure most in accordance with the feach-

ing and life of Christ and his apostles, and
best calculated to reform and save the
world.
;
No people have done mote for education

Sierand fom

this asim

p Several

very good houses
of the second class will’
removed to North charge $8) ana one of ‘the largest of the
new
Seve dwelt house hotels, with accommodations for 8,000 guests, has fixed its sate
a Lodging House
is announced with | at $2,560. There is also

and passenger rates between Chicago and
the West have fallen 33 per cent., with a
prospect of a still further reduction. ee

A recent arrivalat Omaha from Custer
City says there is a great scarcity of food
throughout the Black Hills, Some of the
prices are as follows : Sugar 40 centg per
pound, bacon 50 cents per pound, corn 50
cents per pound. and flour $22 a sack in

Custer City. April 10, Indians came fp
within 100 yards of Custer~City and ran
off with 30 head of horses.
A Madrid despatch says that: the “debates in the Spanish Congress on religions

questions are very heated and bitter.—
It is stated that Mr. Hugh Holt, a bookevidence of faith, and receiving baptism, and church extension, in proportion’ to’ "keeper of Montreal, has been declared
and the hand of fellowship.” Acts 2: 41 their numbers and wealth, than F,"Bap- heir-at-law of the famous Holt estate,
is quoted in support,
| tists; but the profits of their labors have which has been thrown out tof | the
The first General Conference of F. Bap- too largely gone to strangers. The laber “English court of ‘chancery. The estate
tists, in 1827, adopted the following: ** A and the sacrifice have been their own to "has been in litigation since 1709, and *is
person to be entitled to church member- make and to bear, while a large percentage valued at £16,000,000.~The manufacturchurch believers are admitted, ‘* On giving

No ¢hecks,
or

while attending the

not
Finally, Freewill Baptists are Baptists, tists justify Christians,
and though ncedless and injurious license ‘taking the supper, their omission of bapof expression has been indulged, relative tism having been’ for any cause unavoidto the ground of open communion, yet, able. But we would have F. Baptists emreally, baptism is held by them, as by phasize baptism and church ordery and
other Baptists, to be professional and in- impress Pedo-Baptists with the importance
troductory to the Christian life, and there- of further and prayerful investigation of
fore as being properly antecedent to the God's will as revealed in his word. We
church relation, to thp supper, and to the would have our people free of sectarianism,
proper exercise of all church functions. but consistently denominational, Selehing
The * Treatise” defines

eyes,
“Certes,” she said, “ a Joyous place to dwell,
Where ¢ 7en the grasses praise,” This was his hell.

..

Agency, which is mentioned favorably,
through which visitors can secure in advance of, or after their arrival, furnished
rooms, with breakfast
and supper, for $2.00
a day. Ample provisions have been made
in every respect | for the accommodation of
visitors; and probably at no time, unless

during the Fourth of July period, will the
hotels be over-taxed. The Pennsylvania
Railroad, it is. believed, will reduce its
rates and issue excursion tickets between

Hi

OPENING

length, but the lake is. Bowhere more thaw 60 --

miles broad: The nathyes, who are

significations, or the action, or actions of Scriptures, this is always tg be required.” Bank mine, and Rhoades&
But,
Co’s mine which’ ‘the Exhibition a pecuniary success.
baptism, in themselves, mean nothing, | *¢ Christian , Baptism ”
The ‘fire department es ‘as the vote shows, these sentiments did
:,44 He has are now ‘burning.
and baptizo 18 without signification,
| imposed . this rite as a test of fidelity,.& of Massillon have gome to the scene. ‘mot prevail. = General Hawley believed that
Again, * If'infants are proper subjects form by which we may embody our loyal These mines are not bemg worked,on ac- if the Exhibition deers were thresn open
of baptism, unconscious and without bd
d openly identify ourselves with Him count of a strike, and there was no one im on Sunday, ome of the safeguards of the
ration would be broken down; it would be
moral character, then the right is pervert-| a
His cause.” “So, by baptism, the them. The incendiariés were strikers.
a beginning for the end of the American
ed when applied to adults, significant of subjects
enter formally into the responsiWASHINGTON MATTERS.
[“abbath
observance. And others of the
regeneration.” Nay, more. If infant bap- bilities of citizens of Christ's kingdom.”
The natiomal debt decreased” $2,701,of uni-

versal application, and so adult baptism,
expressive

of faith. and

character, is

an

‘exception to, at least, if not a violation of,

the first and proper rule of the rite. 1f all
persons would do right with their children,
of course there would be no adult. baptism.
This is & contradiction to the professional
character of baptism, claimed by Pedo-

We could quote largely to the same point,
but forbear.

Touching the order of the supper, the
following resolution was adopted by the

General Conference of 1856:

* Resolved,

181.49 during the month of. Apiil,—S,
M. Foulke,

supervisor

of

internal

rev-

enue, recently on duty in New England,
has, by order of Secretary Bristow, been
assigned te the supervision of New York

That iv 48 the privilege of - all ‘persons
who give to the church satisfactory evi-

city.——The Ways and Means committee

dence of Christian character

has authorized Judge Kelley to, report a

to

unite

in

State, with his headquarters in New York

Commission stated their views ef the matter substantially te the effect, that any

action of the Commission

which

should

conflict with what was very. ‘well known to
be the prevailing semtiment in. the United

States

respecting the observamce

of the

Sabbath, weuld jéopardize the success of
any emterprise; that it ‘would Be not only

‘immoral but unwise for this ‘mation to attempt to “mm a show "of any Kind on the
Lord’s day.
H
THE @NE ‘OTHER (QUESTION:

very mu-

merous, rejoice in the coming of the English-men, while the Arabs already regard their
slavetrade as doomed. On the approackx of ~
the “ TIlala,” one of the slave dhows on the
lake at once lowered its sail, and the master

of

the vessel hailed the steamer with the exclamation, ¢ Me got no slaves in.” It is estimated:
that about 20,000 slaves have been annually

carried across the lake. The powerful chief
who rules over the whole country of the Upper

EXERCISES.

exercises will take place in the open air
of Memorial

°

coabt line of this lake.is about 600 miles im

" The programme of the opening exercises
next Wednesday ~ announces , that
the
grounds and buildings in general will be
open to the public at 9, A. m.
‘The Memo-’
rial Hall, or Art Gallery, the Main Building,
and the Machinery Hall will be reserved to
the invited guests and the exhibitors until
the close of the ceremonies, about noon,
when all restrictions will be removed. The
upon the south terrace

destination. The * Talx™

steamed
into Lake Nyassa, Oct. 13, 1875, The -

here and New York.
THE

Liviigutona ralsionary expedition has

safely reached its

Hall,

fronting the Main Building; in full view of
communion. We have no more for pedothe general ‘public.’ The music will be
baptism. Regular Baptists press their
under the: direction’ of Théodore Thomas,
theory of communion-to needless and ship must give satisfactory evidence of of their young preachers and ‘most enter- ‘ers and mechanics: of St. John, N.: B.,
assisted by Dudley Buck, with an orchestra
damaging extremes. They make it. so .baving experienced a change from nature prising young men have goné ogt from have memorialized the Dominion govern- of 150 and
a chorus of 800. It is expected
na- ment to increase the duties on all importmuch a matter of mutual’ fellowship not to grace, by the spirit of God, and must their institutions to join other
that guests will be seated; in the amphi:
not ed articles which come into “direct com- theater prepared. on the south front of
only of the parties themselves, but also of be baptized, that is, immersed in water.” tions, mostly Pede-Baptist. We
their respective doctrines and practices, as At the General Conference, in 1841, the afford it. Our-people, aé a body, ave Bap- petition with domestic manufactares.—— Memorial Hall by 10.15, A. M. : The orchesto forbid all communion with Pedo-Bap- following: ‘Is it considered proper, by tists, loyal and true, but too many of our The Cuban insurgents have been success- tra will play the national airs of all
tists; and yet they commune with any this Conference, for a church or ministering leaders, holding posts of chief influence, ful in - several engagements recently, ‘countries represented at the Exhibition,
members of ‘‘ the same faith and order,” brother to deviate in church building from: have cringed before popular denom
placing the: government forces almost ‘The President of the United States will be
or with all baptized believers, when among what we, as a denomination, have ever and, aloffost without'an effort at ‘défense, entirely on the defensive.
escorted to the grounds by Gov. Hartianft
Sedo
of Pennsylvania, and a division or more of
these there may be differences of opinion held as fundamentally requisite, by the have consented to pay tribute to’ other
THE GENTENNIAL.
! troops from Pennsylvania and New Jersey,
as vital, well nigh, as between’ Baptists Scripture, so as to admit unbaptized in- nations. If we have any distinctiveimottd,
i
about 10:80A. Mm.” “Then will foland Pedo-Baptists,. They refuse com- dividuals to church fellowship?” An- then unfurl the banner. If not, hen
wh
he
PHILADELPHIA, May 4; 1876. arriving’
Resolved, That whereas we con- us acknowledge the folly of the ca
'munion with other Baptist churches, little swer:
biboias:
DAY TO BE RECOGNTZIN. fey, ve i flow the Centennial Tnaugtiratfon March by
Wager ; “prayer by Bishop.
pson ; hymn
#
less than with Pedo-Baptists.. With only sider baptism a positive imstitation, the and go at once into captivity.
The
Commission hai voted 27
béen set to
‘| to 9 notto permit access ‘to either the Bx: ‘by 7. G. Whittier, which
this practical difference between them and observanceof which the church is bound
hibition Buildings of to. its grounds en’ | music by John KE. Payne; cantata, the
Liberal Baptists, that one does, while she to maintain, We can not approve the pracEVENTS OF THE WEEK, |Oh
Sunday.
Before, however, this determina- words hy Sidney Eanier, of'Georgisy and the
LA
tice
of
admitting
unbaptized
persons
to
other does not, partake with Pedo-Baptists,
WINSLOW, THE FORGER.
music by Dudley Buck, of Connecticut (ortion was reached, Friday, a sharp debate
they invalidate the latter, decline any ex- church fellowship, to the disregard of that
chestral and orgam accompaniment) ; preWinslow
was
not
released
on
Wedneswadiwaged
for
several
hours
between
the
change of letters, and other acts, which ordinance.” So the Gemeral Conference
sentation of the Exhibition by General
day
as
we
had
been
led
to
expect
from
various members
of the Commission.
might be intérpreted into anything like has decided from time to time. The exHawley ; and, finally, an address by PresiLondon
despatches.
He
was:
remanded
What
at
first
appeared
to
many
to
be
only
common recognition. ' All'do not so feel. ception at the close of the last session,
dent Grant.
The declaration that the Exevery one a! all acquainted with the facts to jail for ten more days,at the request of a formal meeting, waxed warm as the con. hibition is open will be followed by the
We speak particularly of a class,
the
American
government.
The
prisoner
clusion approached, and several earnest and
All these are unpleasant enough to Lib- knows, can not be takenas the sense of
is reported to have heard the decision with stirring speeches brought the members ' raising of flags, salutes of artillery, the
eral Baptists, and show that the issue of the Conference proper which passed it,
ringing of the
chimes,
and Handel's
great disappeintment as, im anticipation who censidered the Sunday question lightly ‘‘ Hallelujah ” chorus, with organ and ore
open communion involves not a little, and much less as indicating the polity of the
of his discharge, he had picked up his to a seuse of its full impertance. On the chestral accompaniment.
F. B. 8.
can not be compromised, justifying pur denomination.
clothing and other articles, and hud made | part of those favoring no Sunday observfathers in claiming a separate denomina““ Butler's Theology™ says : ‘‘ The Gospel
ance,
it
was
urged
that
there
are
thousands
every preparation for leaving Juily
tional existence, and as much justifying condition of membership is a credible evi| of working people who will not be able to
OUTRAGES BY STRIKERS,
WASHINGTON QURRESPONDENCE.
their sons in maintaining and perpetuating dence and profession of faith in Christ.
| wigit the Exhibition on any day except
A despatch from Cleveland, Qui, of | Sunday; that it would be for the moral
The ordinary and Scriptural mode of
that existence.
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 3, 1876.
Pedo-baptism involves more : than is making the requisite confession is by bap- May 2, says: At two o'clock this! mora: ‘|geod of the poorer classes to give them
The trial for the conviction and impeachalways considered. If any one of three sep- tism.” Baptism is the professional ovdi- ing, forty masked men appeared at the
ment of the” late Secretary of war, Belthis opportunity of seeing the beautiful
arate and wholly different’ modes may be nance, the butward sign of regeneration. coal mines morth of Massillon, Q., tied amd costly manufctures and the werks of knap, is likely,—as did the trial and imvalid baptism, then, manifestly, baptism We would not contend that baptism alone the watchman, and set on fire the coal’ art; that the receipts from twenty-four peachment of Warren Hastings,—to settle
has three separate and’ wholly different .makes one a member; but, according to shafts of the Willow Bank mine, Mound ‘Sunday openings will be necessary to make some questions that ought to be settled.

tism be enjoined, then it is a duty

}
:

s of the witness Lyon, that he (Conk- -

|

| | Of courseno definite. information can be.

i ‘the present reduction in grins. | 4FE
ey

that F. Baptists are not het
church polity, but are in h

admit exceptions

‘80 ¢hiooses.

passes, will be/issued.

then the distinctive. name of Baptist is an
unmeaning and hypocritical assumption,
There can be no compromise. The *‘sub- tions, under existing circumstances,
stance ” of the rite can not exist Without a necessary and in keeping with the.

performance of * the very act which Christ
commands.” This must be defended, and

) » and 10 the'inanimous sa:
le Committee, disposed of yn

had been concerned ad counsel in the
r all of the hundred ‘and odd buildings, | Emma Mine litigations, in a manner cal-aa VSS
on ie promises Dow, y AVM
culated to show the littleness of the mam:
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¢ Offices at hand where

who

be obtained. After
the | of |
4 ev
shiny Comps of, BE:
visftor has been ‘admitted within the
| me

+

The question submitted for settlement

Shire is very friendly; and Lieutenant Young,
the leader of the missionary party, thinks that
for a few pieces of calico, this chief would put
a stop to the whole slave-trade of this region
by not permitting slaves to pass the dogth end
of the lake and river, :
|.
MOHAS{MEDANS.
The Mohammedan

population. of the

world”

is reckoned at 150,000,000, and has hitherto
been untouched by any energetic or system
atic

church

effort.

There

are

of success which

prqve

that

powerto

them.

A

reach

Peshawur, India,

isolated

the
native

is presided

eases

gospel has
church

over

in

by Rev.

Inam Shah, a converted Mohammedan.

About

80 Mohammedans have been baptized as members of this church, and form perhaps the
largest body of direct converts
be found anywhere.

from

Islam. ta
‘

CHINA.
Metho—

Ad a recent meeting of the Foochow

dist mission, at which
fifty-eight native

missionaries

five

preachers

were

and.

present,=

resolution was passed forbidding altogether the
practice of binding the feet of girls in families
connected with the church. The meeting representéd a mative Christian membership of.

9,300 souls:

.

;

INDIA—MIDNAPORE.

Dr. Bacheler writes under date of Mirch 18,”
saying: “We have recently had » wry inter
esting case of conversion,— that of a young
man of the highes®Brahmin caste (Coolin) and
well educated.

= He is a thorough worker,

and

takes the head teachership of our training:
school. He is a man of excellent spirit and is <
greatly liked by the Santal boye. -There--are-

several others of his associates who would be - -.
Christians, were it not for their eonneetions. ap
and friends whom they can not make: up heir . . -

minds to forsdke.” We are geiming: ground
largely in the favor of the higher classes, but .,
the spirit of soul concern that leads ito .conver-

gion,

as

yet,

is not

often.manifest among

them.”

PERSONAL.
PRINCE

BISMARK was

"7 years

|

ules om

April 1.

.

WAGNER has- forwarded ‘the+seore of his
Grand. March” . ‘to . Philadel
-¢ Centennial
phia.

|
|

PRESIDENT McCOsH.

is delivering s second.

course of lectures in-Cincinnati.

PORTRAITS of ‘Abraham Lincoln and Charles
Sumner are to be placed in the State House of
South Carolina. . °
THE British Musenia |rcgme. intakpossession ~ |

at this time is, Can any official whom the
Constitution declares’ may’ be impeached
y two letters written bythe poet.»
recentlof
for high erimes and misdemeanors, escape - Shelley; in 1812.
from a just jhdgment’'by resignation of his.|
PROF. HAYDEN was recently elected a menaswifice? If 80, then thé President himself. Ber of the Imperial Society of Naturalists, eof

might resiga and the doetrine of impeach.

-e

We

TY

mT

Gas

OVNI RR

SIN Eg. FL.
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Moscow, Russia.

THE life-size portrait of Daniel Webster be-nent would be to all intents in law a;mere
mockery... Such, we believe, “was not the longing to Harvard College has heen sedf to
purpose of the framers of our Constitution. { the Centennial Exhibition.
Now it would appear.is the time, irre-spective of the pleas of the lawyers, for
the high Courtef the nation, viz., the

Senate of the U., 8., to settle this question,
so that the resignation of the President
or any
high official of the government under the Constitution and the law
shall net escape by resignation,

GEN. SHERMAN.will preside and deliver am

address at' a reumion of the veterans of the
civilwar to bé held at Springfield, IIL, May
13.5
CAPTAIN PAUL BoYNwoN

will

give exhibi-

tions of his life-saving apparatus on the Schuyl-kill river during the Exposition,
THE late Countess: Danner, widow

of Fred

celebrating the Lord's supper ; ‘and that it | bill te allow machinery for reeling raw
erick ‘VIL: of Denmark, left her. property,
Baptists in common with others, and is the solemn duty. of every Christian to silk to be imported free of duty for two
CHEAP TRANSPORTATION.
valued at, nearly $4,000,000, for the maintemakes their baptism before membership a become a member of the Christian church ; years.
mance of an institution. for orphan and deserted .
The . question’of cheap : transportation,
A RIOT IN INDIANAPOLIS, f
groundless assumption.
The liquor question has not-yet been set- comes. up again this Congress by a bill. girls of ' Denmark. The castle of Jagerspris
and in ordinary cases those only should be
in North Zéaland willibe the central building
tled. The cemmitteewhich was appointed 4 which has been reported to the House
Yet again. If, as is claimed, the baptism invited who are thus identified with the |’ The eity elegtion of India
fato decide on this matter ‘failed!’to agree; vorably from the Committee on Railroads. of the insutution, and accommodations for
*
place on Tuesday, resulting in a
of infants does initiate them into the cov- | church.”
609 or 800 children will be provided.
and af one or two nice legal ‘paints have
Its discussionis set for the 10th of this
enant of grace, and in some sense effect
“Batler's Theology,” in answer ‘to the can majority of over 4000, electi
PRO¥. P, P. BLISS, the revival singer,off
been
twisted
imto
the
question,
:it
has
been
out
of
thirteen
councilmen.
M
i
mouth.”
“The bill provides for a double
their moral standing, then, manifestly, the inquiry as to who shall partake the supper,
Chicago, is about to remove to Rome, Pa.,.
referred
to
a
legal
;adwiser.
Somebody
retrack, narrow gauge raiway from New
theory’ now deemed vital, everywhere, says, * The Lord’s children.” But, per- turbances characterized the rday; but
which he expects to make his future home.
discovered that there! i§@a-clause in York to Council Blufis. It is the bill
of
which conditions character upon intelli- sons are the Lord’s children at the instant after the closing of the, polls, a serious cently
THE statue of the late. GEORGE D., PREN- .
the charter granted to Fairmount Park in Mr. Hurlbut, ¢f Lliinots,” introduced
last TICE, editor, poet and humorist, erected in the
gent volition, is a false theory; and charac- of being pardoned, before baptism, before fight occurxed, lasting. from, twenty te |. ‘1868, which sets forth “that no imtoxicatsession,
with)
the
subsidy
part left out. city of Louisville, Ky., was unveiled:
time pistols,
ter may be effected by proxy, without the chureh joining, and before any act of publie thirty minutes, during which
on the:
ing liquors shall be. allowed to he sold
Mr.
thinks it will pass.
Mr.
8th of May.
knowledge or consent of the subject. profession. The author qualifies : * Gospel elubs and brieks were freely used. One within said Park.” Inasmuch as the Ex- Jones, Hunl
of
tacky, ehairman of the ComWILLIAM Wide;
a Hungarian Te
Once more., The baptism of infants into order, purity. and harmony, require that colored man was killed and two prob- hibition grounds were tendered to the mittee on
(on
Railroads, looks upon the suc- who came to this.country: as Erivate .
the church, and yet withholding from them in no ordinary case should one be invited
Commission upon the express condition, cess of the bill favorably, and
so do all the to Kossuth, died recently, at Milwaukee,
the supper, strangely confuses all dacs to the Lord's table, who is not in regular
that they should be put to no use inconsist- other members of
thé Committee, except 66 years. Though the: deceased. wag. liberty ;
trine and order relating to the ordinances, standing in an, evangelical church.” . He
{ent with the laws of the State, of the city, Mr. Davy, of New York.
He is preparing educated and spoke five modern I
singe both are coupled in the practice of ays, we repeat, ‘The Gospel condition known to have been taken to ‘th r homes | ‘or of the park, this clause will be likely to an elaborate
speech against it. A great was unsuccessful in the home of his pie:
| be a difficult one to handle in conneetion
:
{id
adults, oh since
io
the infant can appreciate of membership is a credible evidence and more or less hurt,
obstacle in the way of the sugcess of the and barely supported himself and fam
painting window-shades.
be’
and express the sense, of baptism no more profession of faith. The ordinary and
DISRAELL ON THE QUEEN'S 1
.
! with certain contracts How existing
bill is the influence of existing railroads in
tween several restaurant keepers and the
STORRS, in his book on preaching with
than that, of the suppér/: Pedo-ba
++| Scriptural mode of making the requisite
On Tuesday,in the House of Commons, | Centennial Committee. - But we shall see. opposition to the project. ‘The subject of | outDR.notes,
traced out, in its bearings, would reduce all profession and covenant is by baptism,” Mr. Disraeli in a vehement &
relates the following. anectote of
cheap
transport
however,
is
thought
ation,
pro-'
“Father Taylor,” the Boston sailors’ preacher.
In the meantime;
a word respecting the
doctrine into jargon, and the sacred. ordi- Again, * the practice of gome in allowing nounced as calumnious' the
‘by many to need agitation, and therefore this He
ent
had got completely entangled
in a sentemce3
ADMITTANCE (FER AND HOTEL RATES.
nances into meaningless, useless and _ dis- professed conyerts, before uniting with, the made by Mr. Lowe at a liberal |‘meeting
bill, it is believed, will answer the purpose he stopped short
and said, * Brethren,T don't.
Inquiry
is
frequently
:made;
whether
or
gusting ceremony, Freewill Baptists stand church, rejected members of other church. in Retford, that the Queen had asked two |
as
well
as
any
other;
know exactly where I went in at.
>
more than one, fee tothe entire Exhibibetween, Pado-Baptists and the so-called, es, &o,, to come te the hia table, is to previous ‘premiers “to introduces bill nat
"I this sentence,
and I don’t in the least.
tion will be, charged. . The only demand}; 1.1‘ POLITICAL, SCANDALS.
‘Where Pm coming ‘out; but one thing ¥ do.”
Regular Baptists. They can not concede be condemned.” . |
:
changing the royal title, but bothihadsde: that the Exhibition er
¥! WHL make ) [AS] fast | as. scandals appear regarding io Wor Sind” for’ the Kingdom of hoay-'at&¥prinkling and pouring, in adult age;
We do: no violence , to the. Iologiie clined." He denied the truth of the state!’ “on the visitor will be that
8, OVEr a
prdirons candidates for ‘the. Presidency, en?
in infancy, is any part of Gospel bap; ‘several quotations when: we interpret them ment ad far ‘as it ‘Concerned himself ‘and | fifty-cent stam to the fo
per When the éandiddbes at ‘once proceed to' knock
oi Nor can they. consistently recog- to demand, as a rale, open profession by the late Eat] of Dérby, and read letter ‘ddmitted to th grounds,’ t 3 be neces- them if the head, figuratively speaking, and, IT is" sald that exicvbrior ‘Anios, wr

Dize Redo Bopdst societies as the Seriptur-

pts; and (church ‘membership before from Mr.’ Gladstoné denying" that the

dary for him to have this particular stamp,

thus far they have effectnally blotted em

Mississippi, will probably go into the’ lusts
ing husinesy in Minnesota,’
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PRAYER.
‘The place was i
Ww ove they were
assembled togethet’;
they were all
filled with the Holy (Ghost,and they spake

Questions see Lesson Papers.)

the agitation was produced,

was experienced. The value of this heav-

enly influence who

among

whele

‘Psalm

relates

Notice

works

establishing

The.

toe the trinmph

through opposition of Messiah. The two
verses here used are quoted from the Septaagint.

By

‘the heathen”

are

meant

those not Jews; by ‘‘ the people” perhaps
both Jews and Gentiles; perhaps, and
~ more probably only Gentiles. The “vain
things” which were imagined were their
thoughts ‘to
destroy ' Christ; * vain”
thoughts because empty of results. ®)
Inthe Psalm
is And against his Christ.”
the reading is‘ against his Anointed.”
“The

Hebrew

word for * anointed” is Mes-

-siah ; the Greek word for ** Anointed” is
Christ, either of which terms in the Psalm

quoted might bave been

substituted for

Anointed. The same persons were meant
by the Psalmist, by, ‘* kings” and by ** ru“ders.” (5) Opposition 10 ** the Lord” and
To
bi to** his Christ” is by one act made.
oppose Christ is to rise up against Jeho-

wah.

The reasons are obvious to all. (6)

«¢ For of a truth against thy.
"Jesus whom thou bast anoi

oly

child
hus

- the Messiabship of Jesus is Jocdaied.

The

- Messiah is *“ the’ anointed of God, and
Jesus was anointed of God. So in the Old
_ ‘Testament kings and priests were’ ‘anoint-

ed,"and the Messiah was to be both priest

- and king.

His * anointing™ was not outJe-

« ward ; was his appointment of God.

unity!

‘than all ‘our

rvitualism,

Blessed days

More to
the

be desired
philosophical

and secta-

They loved one

- sus is proved to be thg Messiah, also, by
this prophecy in him fulfilled. King
Herod and Pilate the ruler * stood up”
and were * gathered together” against

Jesus; the Gentiles and the Jews joined

they were given cities, but bad no tribal

‘the Psalm said they would do.

to do whatsoever thy hand ‘and thy coaun-

share in the division of the land. This
account is mentioned to introduce to us
one of the most successful laborers of the

sel determined before to be done.”

converts of the apostles.

‘hafids in plots against him, thus doing as
(7) “ For

They

did according to their own will those
blood crimes which Gog had foreseen that
they would do to his Sob. . God abhorred
Be-|
avhile he foreknew : their conduct:
sides he so overruled their enormities
that they were made against their nature

PracmicAL

(8)

‘how about grass?

or by Spirit or Providence, as, your

from prayer,

Lessons.

(1)

we

(2)

I was’ reminded of

will,” therc fore, can

not. include

any. ob

Anna Shipton's little book, “Tél Jesus,” ject that God does not grant, except. as ye
and ‘one of her Recollections of that
* Fair Saint,” Emily Gosse, who used to: fail to abide in : Christ. and to have his
words abiding in you.
say += IT ‘want a pin, and ‘do wot
know where
to find one, I do not lose apy | Buu perhaps the faith for * praying al
time in ‘Seeking for it. I ask Him to guide ways with all prayer,” is not even so rare
as the humility ‘for ' so doing.
Praying
| ‘me to'onre, and he does 50.”
For an cxtrenie ‘test of the logic of fort. rifles is rejected with something: very

to believe that there is 'in fact no such
how the principle of prayer, run out con- thing as a trifle: that nothing is so small
sistently,- redaces itself to absurdity. but that it is the progenitor of consequenCommon-seuse theology might seem to’ ces, multiplying aud : growing without
exultation.

1 should

imagine,

to

show

end.

demonstrate with this éxample the danger there is

in aceepting

To say that a prayer is puerile, is, after

any’ principle

To

all,.wery near to saying that of such is the

silence from the Lord. Itis a considera
tion that helps to explain wany seeming

continue reading new books from her pen

without ' its

practical

limitations.

as long as I'live. - X wish to present a set
of them to each of my friends, as the best
thing I ¢ould buy for them, T wish every

anomalies, and to assure us that all others

are grounded in good reason, if we could

Christian in

only see a little farther.
At the bedside of a dying saint and be-

They pray
Infant

class teachers

who

find it the

soever is always received in the form

ly, in society, in’ political life, andin the pray

chureh ® Will it stand in that last day *
|i

When

‘we consiler ‘the future thereis

much for soand: for all, ho.

heathen

and the—tintive Christians; ang

will you. pot,on bended kneesask,' Lond,

ati’ added “importance to ‘these consider how much: wilt thou have me tor send:tov
ations; in that view all ‘our work here cause the * true light’ to shine in the'dirk
is - foundation work whether our life Plies of the éarth ? "D6 not be dis

pin

be’ thort or ‘extended to! the’ full three| cou
score years and (én, 'IV38 simply a prepa- but pi, uso bring th
L.
ration for eonti: ued existence hereafter. Yours for the mission."
a
La
In this’ view, will ouwpreparation stand,

CRAWFORD,
4

or will it fail us in the final trying hour?

ASKING HER HUSBAND,

But at present we' are considering the
subject #s relating ‘principally Lo this

BY STANT.

present life,

even

Men’ full here,

those in whom we

most ccofidence.

have

sometimes

placed tie

Re

LY

« Weil, John, what did they do at the
society meeting to-night?"

This one has yielded

to the temptation of appropriating
to bis

** Oh, not much. Business dragged.”
* Good many there?”
“* About the same as usual.”

own use a few: thousands that rightfully
‘But did n't they do "iting about
belonged in the pockets'of his neighbors; the furnice?
that one has accepted a sum of money in
“Yes; a committee was appointed to
bonds or otherwise from a corporation to see about it.”
which beis understoadto owe his inflaPoor Mrs. Ellis sighs and wishes she
ence or his vote'in
a way that will am- could know just one thing that somebody
ply repay said corporation; another said. She tries a more direct line of

/

:

=
Joself
wou
Ss E

ourselves

ow rk Nez

|o

adncied
Bis ti

plements ‘and In

wise to enforce;

“harmony

wi

éreation or

pee. Tn“

a.

and

from them

©

withered apple placed under a glass after
amiable, sweet
- spirited, peace- loving
the air bad ‘been pumped out, and seen
Christian. Afler retiring from the pulpit,
how the air in the apple tried so bardto
he took his place in the pew and in the 5.
expand and 611 the space where nothing
S., and was a blessing to the church and
was, that the poor fruit ‘nearly or quite a help and a comfort 10 the pastor who
bursted. The missionaries herb, as far as succeeded him.
He loved every cause

money

L.

is concerned

(aside

from

their that honored God and promoted religion.

this question,
What is our own

acter being formed by the youth around
us who are soon to assume the places
and the dulies of those’ who now oceapy

funds expand to meet all the: demands on saddest hours.

When death came He was

them for money, and because they éan ready and waiting, desiring to depart and
not succeed, their hearts so swell with ‘be with his dear Lord. He said to the
grief that they fee) almost too hopeless to writer, two weeks before he died, “In
hold up their beads and" go on with the about two weeks Jesus will'come for me;

work. Last week I was feeling the sad- ‘then T want you to preach at my funeral. yi

‘dest that I ‘ever felt in India; or anywhere The “cross he’ bore for more than fifty
Will iv stand the test? ' +
else, for the want of money. ‘Living on years ‘he has Iuid at Jesus’ feet, in exThe architect who undertikes the erec- eighteen and three-fourths
cents a week for change for ithe starry crown, and * be
tion of a building, if be understands kis a torn in schoolat' the “Old Sem.” was being déad, yet speaketh.” His memory

positions of * trust

|

and

fespouciiliey 3

business, looks first to the foundation, bliss’ compiired with the need of cash here’ 18 \précions, and his influence lives to
that determines what the superstructure Ito carry on the work in the’ openin, fields. bless the world. To’ his bereaved widow
may be,~whether Permanent, or destined; In ty distress I'took up the
Star, and children, tis pure aod getitlé life ve
to fall. ,
Bait
8 dev
| and 'réad, u onder Foreign Mission Fecelpts,
eless ] doy, and his trusting, hopeln
This seems a proper Lounse: 1, par

Sue, in regard to physical architecture,

(+ Mrs, A Vaugh, Purtiitgtor, ‘Me, five Le a he

niof consolation,

‘doliard'for Miss ' Crawford.” "Thidse few|
er without ‘holding | 1 3 it; not Pre-eminently true ‘vespeoti
eo wl WH W
candle} whether in | that higher architecture,~characterb ng. words were to me like the bow ii the|’ OE
uild-, cloud, and. I prayed, ‘God blers Mrs,
ven
prophecy, dopel or #pocaly- | ing? If in. that the material
exh.pectLethte’us "bsoe ra ")
d
should
i
‘Vaughn, and- lead ;many others ‘to
k
i
v
do
as
rt
e
i
ea
’
r
on
he
Jesus,” andju the other | fd best and Tag well, nd its, she has done.”
o
*

We ean not réad
ds, | to it the othér asa

4 plagtul

re of ‘each

them,

character? What are the elements entering into its formation? What is the char-

quite as important, too, they serve to cor-

im
SRy if thr
me

refreshment

BYG

by

réct a orude misapprehension
of its:
it | port, «God's word and! work are the:

bad

several years.
His last labors in the
ministcy, which closedby reason of age
Reader, bave you ever been in a vacu~ dod infirmity, were with that church.
wm? If not, you have probably séen a
Bro. Woodmansee was a good man,—an

DARKEST 10st BEFORE DAY,"

In the light of events to which we are salaries), are nearly in a vacnum. = They Rejoicing in the liberty of the gospel, be
becoming painfully ‘accustomed, it seems see so much daily that needs to be done, sympat
with Lhe slave in his bonds,
proper, yea, and a duty, that we each’ ask that they try their hardest to make their and W&S true to his country in its darkest,

‘most difficult part of their task to keep which it is sought. Nay, both Scriptare
needed,
they
council
the
by
Get, uid be reminnedd that activity is and reason forbid to suppose ‘that mortals
lence imposed
gn of a healthy child. Noticing’ ‘can know what is best, or that (Pod will
(/if they were to go on preaching, a new
‘ie:
‘peculiarity,
& medics writer in Our grant what is not best.
ux
infl
of courage. It requires the boldmess of love to speak where we ought, Quon Biramiae.o sayst ** Tie’ most active | “Nevertheless, in these very Sisappoint
ments, she traces pot the : least foreible
ht, . the. word. of God.
and when we
confirnations. of the promise. What is
y, pray Godto continue his. mi-:

Ey

world

with myself.
a
WILL I STAND THE TEST ?

with disappointment. The facts of Providence forbid her to affect that the what-

« that courageto speak the word of God
may be given them. In view of the si-

the

drank like rich

loved friend, Miss Shipton received a last
message as from the lord himself. ** He

and accord; (5) that thé spirit of Jesus | this message strove to test and realize its
is the spirit of benevolence; (6) that out promise. She does not deny, but repeat.
of our meuns we should give as the Lord edly admits, thet in trying émergencies
hath prospered us;
the sometimes ““ tried the whatsoever”

That

Y

Fa-

ther’s choice fur you. / ** Whatsoeyer ye

that united prayer will prevail; (4) that ‘breath, ‘WHATSOEVER
thou shalt ask, that
the spirit of Christ is the spirit of unity wilt I do.” Ever after, the recipient of

ed to wrest good ott of, may, in a free
manner of speech, be said to be by him
is meant, here.
is what

That

should come’ with cur trials’ to God;

that we should in prayer exalt the Lord

has delermin-

« determined before to be done.”

Scriptures excepts &* Believe jn
Poor souls! they ave willingto

corner "of Lghe-.canvas. Tn atiswer tb
we will tak
prayer, two pins Were promptly found’ by. can, not but defer to choose, anything up-, of a kind to stand the test. ‘Will it do receive the dead carcass
feeling for them in the grass, Tit is un- til.it bas been disclosed, (either by word that 2. Will it stand be {est in the fami- away the Life.” Brethren and sisters

Four Gol, and repeat his promises; (3) says,” she whispered witha last returning

Hence,

to accomplish some great good.

such vile acts of men as he

al be'vses mast be éarefully selected, Christ.”

that ye

many devout mints, no doubt, there is in kingdom of heaven. To say that a thing
this very peculiar way of getting a pin, a is too small to bring to God’s notice, is to
suspicicn at once of something right and | say it is smaller, dt any vate;tlian the fall- in some other way has proved reecreant questioning.
of something wrong, and of possibly ing ‘of a single hair! from one's head to his trust.
“Whit did Deacon Jones bave to
eth was his own, but they had all things something not quite understood.
(Luke 12:7); far smaller, thai is, than the
These men, we say, have been érusied; say ?”
common.” They held their wealth sub- |
What shall we build on texts like these? smallest thing we oubselves feel coneern- were seemingly upright and honest. Bat
“ON, the Deacin ‘was on (he oppbsite
ject to the call of the church, to the needs
ed about or eveh attend te,
in an ‘evil hour, they have been over side as usual.”
“If ye abide in me and my words abide in
of the brotherhood. = (2) The apostles
‘Wonderfully natural and foolish at once come. They gave way not al once, +4 Opposite side of what?
you, ye shall ask WHAT YE WILL, and it hal
« with great power preached the resuris the objection that the trifle we ask— but gradually to their temptations, and
be done unto you.”
“Well, almost £Y4Xthing that was
rection of Jesus from the dead.
Their
upon the proposed.”
“ WHATSOEVER ye shall ask in my mame say a pin—is already provided, and we by their fall broaght dis
words were attended with miraculons that will I do.”
should have had it all the same without. service
and the whole country. No
« Can't you wi ome thing?" Mrs.
“ ALL THINGS WHATSOEVER ye desire in asking.
works. The two formed one witness to
As if that were a reason for re- why are failures? Why the grossest d
Ellis’s tone show alittle irritatiol.
prayer,
believe
that ye receive them, and ye
the resurrection. The central location in
straining prayer, even if true; a reason
partures from virtue and rectitude in soJohn looks at his wife in astonishment.’
the arch of this truth all 1aust see. - With- shall have them.”
that would restrain the prayer for this cial lite? Why do corruption, bribery, Poor fellow! He thinks ke has answered
“Be
careful
for
nothing,
but
in
EVERYout it the gospel falls,
If Jesus was
as there was a loaf treachery and dishonesty show their hid- every single question she has asked, and
THINGby prayer and supplication
with thanks | day’s bread, so lo
raised from the dead, and now performed giving, let your request be made known
within reach.
There is a. remarkable les.’ eous forms in politics? And when we what is there (0 be cross abot ?
unto
miracles, it was plain: that God had God.”
turn to the saored precincts of the church,
. son in that dictated petition for the presFeeliig a little rebuked, Mrs. Ellis
“anointed” him.
Hence the apostles
why do we still find the black sheep? says, more gently,
ent
day’s
bread
which
we
almost
javariOar Emily and Anna build on these and
strove to establish this truth; and with
like = passages 'a life of prayer in all its ably have on hand. Everything else al- Is it. because these recreants have been
“What was the ‘principal thing that
great effect. (3) The grace that was
tempied above their fellows? We think Dea: Jones opposed
details, to the very lowest.
A life of so, small and great, immediate or remote,
upon them all” was the favorof God.
“1 don't know as I can tell,” says John,
prayer, of trust, and of to them indabi- is no less: dlready = provided; and often not. If shis were the case, why do we
«« All "refers to the whole company of
table, divine ' guiding, in al) the minutise among the indispensable canses of things se¢ a Charles Sumner ora Henry Wilson slowly. +‘ He seemed just about as much
saints. The proof of the favor of God
as well as magnitudes of experience, tem- provided, is provided the prayer that is standing firmly and unswervingly for opposed to one thing as another.”
appeared in the liberality it awakened.
truth and right, while all arbund them
In silence Mre. ‘Ellis watches the roguporal no less than spiritual. Like George to obtain them,
Some think ‘that *“ grace ” here refers to
In short, the reasoms for - praying. for aire strewn
the carcasses of the once fair sh flames, as they laugh at her among
Muller, they record everything, down to
the *‘ favor” the church bad with the’
everything, to the very least,are precisely charactersof their fellow officials? No; the bright coa's, while John becomes
people. (4) The wonderful unselfishhess ‘the crossing of a street or the opportune the same, and of the same force; as the there is something : wrong at the ‘bottom; absorbed in a neswpaper.
pressence of a pin.oran omnibus, as an
of these Christians again is told ; how there
reasons for praying for anything, to the the foundation bas been weak,~poor
ma- |. O Paul, Paul, if you had only known
Si
ath oe
answer to prayer.
was none that lacked ; how those who had
terial, badly pot together.
Instances of answess to the most child- very greatest,
‘whata' bard’time the poor womer “would
lands or houses sold, Sem. and how. they ish prayers of little
But iu addition to those reasons, there
children ‘ave related.
have of it, you would never have said that
Ob,
that
‘we
‘could
gel
every
person
brought. “to the aposyles’ feet” the money Miss Shipton's.own
first individual prayer is one of peculiar foree, for minute prayer, who Is intrasted witli the responsibility of they must ask their husbands at home.
received. “To the apostles’ feet” was a" ‘was such a case—for
add
‘ Lila i
Low
the restoration of a that make it really move important in one directing the just-forming ' character of
figurative expression for *‘ at the disposal stolen locket contain
ing her mother's sense than large praygr~—swhich, in fact, our: youth,~parent and ‘teacher;—to' seri
.
*
\
;
of the apostles.” (It may haye arisen,” hair. In this case,
and in the’ gift of a it includys a portion,..
ously
“consider
the
‘great
importanée
“of
says Hackett, *¢ from the Oriental custom china tea-se
Woodmansee died in South
Everydone who has aspired td i contin- this’ primary ‘work. Think. Think se:
to another
t ebild, in’ answer
of laying gifts or tribute before the foot- to prayer,our author is able to
Po
Betis,
N. Y., Dec. 13, 1875, aged
trace a pur- uous life or stage of prayer, bas met with rioasly. ‘This
is'a common theme. Yes,
stool of kings.”
pose far-above any beyond the immediate a dead-lock in the impossibility of giving and ‘the common warnings fire iterated 81 years, 8 mouths aod 15 days, He was
36, 37. Tue Fist MENTION OF Baw- favor. An impulse was given in each, to due attention at the same moment to se- And reiterated, and, it is to be feared, are born in Richmond, R. L., March 28, 1794.
His father's name was Joseph WoodmaoNaBAs. Hisname was originally * Joses,” faith and prayer, which ceased not to be cuiar and divine things. * Such persons,
thought too common to be heeded.
see. Bro. Woodmansee experienced retherefore, have usually been reduced to
or “Joseph.” The apostles surnamed felt through life.
What we want is a more universal and ligion when a young man, and upited
A converted young miliner's appren- the unsatisfactory - consolation that théy
him Barnabas, a Syriac word ; ‘* bar ” sigthecough inctleatioh of the virtues whi S| with the Reformed Methodists, . from
nifying ‘‘ son,” and the rest of the word tice had received from Mies Shipton, into are serving the Lord whem shey can not axe the out-growth of the teachings around
« prophecy.” In the Greek, however, a untried hands, the weapon of All-Prayer. be thinking of him. But to be thinking the hearth-stones in true homes, the teach- whom, in 1832, he received a license to
word. signifying ¢ exhortation,” ‘‘ advo- Her first use of it was made over a lady's of him every moment, conscious of his ings of pious fithers and Christian moth- preach, and by whom, in 1836, he was orcacy, * consolation,” instead of * proph- bonuet, beyond her skill, but whieh she presence, drinking coustantly into his ers, the only teaching that will build ap dained. “Subséquent to his ordination, he
ecy,” was used to tranclate the last part was required to alter, at a moment's no- spirit by the active exercise of faith, is characters that are impregnable, let the removed to Otsego Co., N.Y., and haying
a growing family to care for, he could .
Panic gave way before prayer, the very life they sigh for, and know not
of the Syriac word.. The Greek word for. tice.
position be high
or low. We want more
not give as much time and attention to
skill
took
its place, and the work proved how to combime with their business. The
« consolation,” when referring to the
downright, inbred thoughtfulness; more the ministry as he desired to give, Lut did
solution
of
this
dead-loek
is
found
only
in
satisfac
Possibly
the
girl
had
really
tory.
Holy Spirit, is translated * comforter.”
thorough honesty, —unfeigned integrity,
the best he could under the trying circumBarnabas, at a later period, was called more skill than she thought. Perhaps the the babit of uniting every quest and every
that needs no lying or prevarication to
«son of consolation,” because of his style lady was more graeious or less eritical question,in every moment's business,to the give a semblance of stability,~-honesty stances, without money and without price,
Or the young milliner's fac- Lord's prayer. Never alone, but always of purpose; honesty in action, We want earnestly and affectionately laboring to
of preaching, He exhorted, he pleaded, than many.
he advocated the true cause of men, and ulties may easily have been guickened for consciously, walking and working with more patriotism,—more seeking for, and strengthen and encourage believers, and
consoled them by his gospel of salvation. the occasion, in amswer to her prayer. God, leaning: on his counsel every mo- laboring io secure, ‘the welfare of the to persuade sinners to be reconciled to
He was of tHe tribe of Levi, but not of At all events, the favor came {o prayer, ment as on the counsel of one’s own country, and less clamor for office for God. While living in Otsego Co, he was
the branch of Aaron, and the priests that and its effect wemt through a_preeious heart,and taking every least thing as from selfish‘ ends; ‘mote ‘devotion to the high- called to part with the wife of his youth,
succeed Aaron. The Kobathites were after life of faith. Often, thinks our au: his love and power,—the believer does est interests of the people’ and less blind ‘Whose maiden name was Martha James.
the priests, the Gershonites and Merarites other, these little first efforts of prayer business in a fellowship with Jesus as devotion to party; more independent In 1884, he married Miss Louise M. Mont.
gomery, who, with several children, surwere ministers of religion, not employed are surprised with peculiarly gracious an- close and spiritual and faithful as that in
thought and aetion and less servility to vive him.
as priests, and called Levites.. Cypras is swers, to teach and encourage faith. So which he prays in his closet.
hooest
legislation
In 1845, he removed to New Berlin, and
1 bave given no expression of the demagogues; more
one of thelarge islands of the Great Sea, not we, ido, take pains to eneourage with
and
Jess
lobbying
and
wire
pulling ;— believing ‘immersion to be, the scriptural
far! frown the’ Jewish coast. The Levite reward ‘or praise ‘a child’s' beginnings, charm, the grace, the vitality, the love,
then'We may have betier times and fess| mode of Christian baptism, and finding no
probably assisted at the time of the annual though nothing in themselves. So I my- the strength, with whieh Anna Shipton’s
corruption and fewer failures in public warrant in the Bible for close communion,
little
books
are
instinet
throughoat.
Her
self
have
witness
a
strange
readines
of
ed
s
feasts, and was not needed at Jerusalem
life.
be. united with the Holmesyille F. W.
1
only then, The Levites had property out- grace to a beginner in prayer, while vet- style is itself a delight. It is almost
Baptist church, and was their preacher for
side’of Canaan like other Jews; in Canaan’ ‘eran faith is long (ried and tasked with worthy of her matter. I wish I could

prayer.

character.

with loving and filial submission,

another. See theproof, one of the greatest they could give; * neither said any
of them that the things which he possess-

of adoration. (8) **Who by the mouth of
thy servant David bast said.” ‘The second
thus

of primeval

intd ¢ great principles.”

and in grace will be reverent and capable
from,

(1) ** They “were of

rian ‘wedges magnified by us, at the loss
of the ** one heart” and of the ** one soul”

- soul thal meditates on the glories of God

Psalm is quoted

Christians.

speculations, inflated dogmas

the benefit of thus ascribing to God ‘inprayer honor, majesty and power. 6 Exalt the Lord your God,” says David. The

i“its prophetic ‘Messianic

ti Be’ filled with the

one heart and of one soul.”

~+¢ With one accord” the church often thus
prays.
(2) The word here translated
“¢ Lord” is in the Greek despata; . kurios
is the usual Greek word for Lord. = Our
:word despot comes from the term em: ployed, and suggests the sense in which
God is called Lord. Itis bere applied to
God to express his absolute magistracy,
to signify that God, in contrast with those
«who attempted to silence his servants, was
‘the ‘Almighty Ruler.
The ascription of
‘creative power to God “enlarged the con-

in his glorious

(improvident mortals’ 1) ‘to fasten up a

NpIfi(npD
in te
SH
‘We say that it belittles
prayer, we might think long without be- like to scoin.
32—35.. Tur PRE
or ye
prayer, and (rifles with God. Butiftri‘ing
able
to
fancy
a
case’
ultra
to
that
;
unERS. The time covered by these verses
less, indeed, we happened to think of ap- fles are improper for prayer, it is hard on
should not be closely limited. = The lanplying Luke 12:7.
The Tyndall party us, for Wve can never know when acything
guage vefers to ia general style of life ‘might seize on this fine-spun fiber with ‘is a trifle or not. Nay, we have reason

then applied it" to their circnmstances,

in his character,

can “estimate? Why

does Paul say to us,

The words only require of all the church
unity of heart with some one of their

fidence.of these suppliants in him.

This so encouraged

trymen. The influence of the Holy Spirit
with new sensibility’ abd to anew depth

_.~one accord.” (1) Some think that the
whole company recited together the sec-ond Psalm here quoted, and that Peter

,

ERR ey gus re EAR,

imimediate,: reasonable to expect ‘ pins

went out, the word of God to their’ coun:

24—30,
Aboriss AND PRAYER TO
Gob, *¢ They lifted up their voice with

.

sudden,

them, that they spake boldly, .when | they

- Jesus.

this

INA

he | lle volumes by

find this fllaminating

PR

responsive to, prayer.

might unite with them in bold disregard
of all commands contrary to the work of

offering

oe
a
onge-—i ira
rie 21 id
:
verty
We wn ought
;*i
p doe in. er
gent, would be folly
oy
’
res
many calls for teachers in
hese three things Wil rest : First, your: should know whit the elements are.t at
“BY VIDI. : ¥
i
/d
spiritual desires shall become a refl ok , | enter, into the lives, that are forming the heathen villages around us that g
Our friend
Adams, of whom was ** The or rather an expression, of his min
the basis of American life and cbaracter. least twenty girls are now Heel as
Christian at Work,” and now also“ The_
of
opt likely to produce teachers. I have the giflsjand
Morning) Mwhs Wilidg }mel kodiaf. isi’
Yd oh lity? These are es- has the money necessary {o
and
favorite illustralion of the minuteness of tual dig the inspired desire will,
clothe them. = By whom will“he send it?
sential to peracanence,
the Father's care, and of the familiar re- come to comprise concern of nature as
Our dbaraciers'
are prowih, not build- In all our sthools the BIb
is) ld
thughit, sing
lation he establishes with His “hore Son. of well as of grace,
But, meanwhile, in the

BR ARN GC

Oe

miracnlous; it was

church was together. The ten apostles
were no doubt somewhat alarmed for
«their brethren, and perhaps now were
praying God to release them from confinement.
Compare Acts 12:5.
Peter
and John reported the issue of their trial
the imposed charge of silence, the threat
of punishment, their answer to the coun, cl, reported in order that the church

vocally

whence
are not
Lord(o
as that,

Ta, SS

forces with whichhe works the ordinary;
| Evidently the shaking of the house wus

It isnot said but, implied that the

number

es unto " hills
Five dollars
96 as easy
to the
bes that amount

I

ploys the forces of nature.
He works
something. extraordinary, by the same

23. PETER AND JOHN RETURN TO THE.
CrURCH.
‘* And being let go, they went
‘to their own company, and reported all
that the chief priests and elders had said
unto them.” It was yetearly in the forenoon. Verse5. The company to which
the disciples returned was.that of believ-

ers.
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was by a display E that very power for
-which they prayed, we are not told. God,
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members of another.”

save that it

-

Ber,

iyisiolg foi

all ‘at one, und: len ‘rounded, '&yro- the only objection1 have heard to such
fiding children. * Tf was a hot Prey in a21 third plage, from the very , beginning of edmetrical
and ' complete; “We build slow teaching was made byhe Mussulmans,
lose ten, at Ocean Grote; and nobody
this true relation, to Jesus, the natural des ly, aud we must (Vast ‘tach to, that stern "Thuy, say they will mind all that is taught.
in working *¢ signs and wonders,” em- had a pin, or a‘malch to Took for one sires; themselves , shall. be 30 saturated
old teacher, Experienée but the materi: in our.

ofcts 4:23--37."
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convulsion of an earthquake or of something similar seems go be described. How
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same

author, you | no less tru in this,
o look so, , careful.
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read

“1

Cor

MAY

I said, ** Surely, henceforth «I us in that way .-Cecil.

Bl

Sabbath School Lesson. —ay

esus,”

MORNING STAR,

“THE Mora
MiAR,
NG
SAT
Selections.

| before us manhood, with its earnest work ;
i

“and then old age, and then the

WAKING,

length with dreaming—

} Homcatorth, '0 tho soul of mine,
Thou must take up sword and gauntlet,

ine.
Waglog warfure most
| combat, vittory ;

and holier than his first, if he will look

There is a peculiar

God.

ch.ch. La at ,+ hinthen pats ud bowjn.
SPEND AND

He had

It

1s that ruefal, re-

come
to our

great Kxemplar,

Christ.

(

We

BE SPENT.

was a buman nature

hungry

pathy and help of God.

in every conflict,

before I crouched a slave.

Never in those old romances
Felt I half the sense of hie,
That { feel within me stirring.
Standing in this place of stiife.

try again.

golden days of d .Iliance,

Our best deeds

are marked

by imperfection ; butif they really

hen 1 wantoneq with my fate,
When I trifled with a knowledge
That had well nigh come too late,

our best, ‘* forget the things that are

were

be-

hind,” we shall do better next time,

Under this head we

Yet my soul, look not behind thee |
Thou hust work lo do at Jast;
Let the brave toil of the Present
Overurch the erumbled Past.

include all those

mistakes which beleng to our cireumstances, ‘We ean all look back to . past life
und see mistakes that have been made,—

to a ceriain extent, perhaps, irreparable
ones. We can see where our edneation

Build
thy reat acts high and higher,
d

them on the co!
sod,
Where thy weakness first. fell bleeding
Aud thy prayer first rose to God.
~National Era.

was fatally misdirected. The profession
chosen for you, pathabey was not the fit
test ; or you are out of place, and. many

things might have

OBLIVION OF THE PAST.
THE DAYS OF INNOCENCE.

Now, on

been better ordered,

this Fpostatic

‘wise to forget all thal.

If we would progress in Christian life,
we must forget the days of innocence that
lie behind us. ‘When men become bilterly
aware that early innocence of heart is
gone, they feel as if’ all were lost, and

so

to what they reckon holier days

gretting what is
work isto be’ done,
best
of what we are.
laining that we have

but by using

principle,

Itis not by re-

Teparable that true
Hut by making the
It is vot by comuot the right tools,

well the

tools

What we are and where we are
rovidential

it is

we

bave.

is God's

' arrangegent,— God's

do-

abot zh it may be man’s misdeing ; and
the mauly and the wise way .is to look
your disadvan(ages in the tdace, and see
what can be made out of them.
Life,
of evil. Christian life is not a retaining like war, is a series of mistakes; and he
of that ignorance of evil, nor ever a re- is not the best Christian nor the best genturning of it again. We lose our mere eral who makes the fewest false steps.
negative sinlessness. We put on: oar Poor mediocrity may secure that; but he
firm, manly holiness, Haman innocence is the best who wins the most splendid.
is not to know évil; Christian saintliness victories by the retrieval of mistakes.
- is to know evil and good, and refer good. Forget mistakes; organize victory out of
It is possible for a parent; with over-fas- mistakes.
PAST GUILT,
tidious refinement, to
ng the duration
of this innocence unnaturally. He may
Finally, past guilt lies behind us, and is
lock up his Jibrary, and prevent the en- well forgotten. | There is a way in which
trance to forbidden books; he may exer- even sin may be banished from the memcise a jenlous Seusctsip ves Syers book ory. If a man looks forward to the evil
* and every companion
he is going to commit, and satisfies himhouse ; he
remove the public c i jou
one f self’ that it is Inevitable, and su treats it
from the Ry lest au eye may chance to lightly, he is acting as a fatalist. Butifa
rest upon the contaminating portion of its man partially does this, looking backward,
pages; but he has only put off the evil feeling that sin when it is past bas become
hour. He has sent intothe world a young
art of the history of God's universe, and
man of eighteen or twenty, ignorant as a 18 not to be wepl over forever, he onl
child of evil, but not innocent as an angel does that which the Giver of the Gospel
who abbors the evil. No, we can not get
rmils him to do. Bad as the results
back our past ignorance, neither is it de- Foe been in the world of making light of
sirable we should. No sane mind wishes gin, those of brooding over it too much
for that which is i
ible. And it isno have been worse. Remorse bas. done
more to be regretted
than the blossom is more harm than even hardihood. It was
to be regretted when fruiti is harden- remorse which filled the monasteries for
ening in its place; no more to be ages with men and women whose lives
regretted than the slender gracefulness became useless to their fellow-creatures.
of the sapling, when you: have got It is remorse which so remembers bygone
instead the woody fiber of the heart of faults as to paralyze the energies for doing
oak of which the ship is made; no more Christ's work’; for when you break a
to be regretted than the green blade, whea Christian's spirit i is all over with prog:
the ear bas come instead, bending down ress, ‘Oh, we want everything that 1s
in yellow ripeness. Our innocence is
hopeful and encouraging for our work,
gone, withered with the business-Jike con- for
knows it is not an easy one!
tact with the great, world, It is one. of And God
therefore
comes
the things behind, Forget it. It was to the guiltiest itofis nsthatall, theat Gospel
the very outworth very little, And now for some- set, with the inspiring words
of pardon.
thing of a texture more firm, more endur- You remember how Cbrist treated
sin.
ing. .We will not mourn over. the loss of Sin of oppressien and hypocrisy indigsimplicity eS we bave got instead souls nantly ; but sin of fraijty—‘¢ Hath no man
indurated
Oy experience, hsciplived, even,
thee?” **
Noyman, Lord.”
by fall, to refuse the evil an to choose condemned
** Neithe
I condemn th&e; go and sin
‘the good.
‘
no more fy’ As if he would bid us think
moreof §hat we niay be than of what we
DAYS OF YOUTH.
There was the wisdom of life
In the next place, it 15 wise to forget | fnhyvethe been.
proverb with which the widow of
our days of youth, Up toa certain period. Tekoah plended for the restoration of
of life it is the tendency of man to look Absalom from banishment Jefore David.
forward, There is a marvelous prodigal- Absalom had slain his brother Amnon.
ity with which we throw away our present ‘Well, Amnon was dead before his time;
bappiness when we are Joung which’ be- but the severity of revenge. eould never
longs 10 those who feel ‘thal they are rich bring him back again. ‘We must all
ln happiness, and neyer expect: to be die,” said the wise woman, * and are as
bankrupts. , It almost seems one of the water spill upon the ‘ground, ‘which can
signatures of our immortality that we not be gathered up again.”
Christian
squander time as if there were a dim con, brethren; do not stop toorlong to weep
ousness that we are in possession of an over spilt water. Forget your guilt, and
eternify.of it; but as we arrive at middle wait to see what Eternity bas to say to it,
age
it is,the fendency of man. fo, look You have other work to do now.—F. W.
To aman of middle life exjstence Robertson.
with a peculiar fondness of regret. 1 beligye there is much that is merely. feeble
and sentimental in this regret. = Our early
innocence is nothing more than ignorance

18.09 longera dream, but a reality. . He
has pot much more new. Lo look forward

tQ, for the character of; his life is generATTIO PRAYERS.
ally fixe by that time.
profession,
I have great faith in attic prayers, A
his bome, his occupations, will: be for the professing Christian’ had been lamenting
mast part what they are now. ‘He will 16 me his sénse of wickedness, He had a
make few bew acquaintances, no new, different consciousness, thongh,to express
friends, . It is the solemn thought conneet- to me one, day. Said he, ‘ I felt wicked

ed with middle age that life’s last business

is
begin in éarnesl ; and it is then, midWay, between. the cradle and the grave,

that aman begitons
look back and marvel, yi a, kind of remorseful feeling,

that he let the days of youth go by so
half-enjoyed. It is the pensive autumn

feeling iv is the densation of half-sadness
that we experience when the dangest day

because I was wicked.” Determined to
get relief, be added, ‘I went up into the
altic und asked God to give me light, and
he has.” Neglectful of his duty as'a
priest of God in, the home, he had now

set up the family altar and asked God's
blessing al, the table.

Ile uot only had

light to see his duty, but strength to do ft.

That is it, ‘away

up in'the

attic, in that

the ease of poor, i norant, worldly, earth-

her

possible from’ man atid aloe as’ much as
hairs become, visible, when thie unwelcome, possible
with; God; up there in the dark

fast

itgelf

upon the. m ad thats

on

one’s, knees, the soul ponrs

man
| 50 anger going up the bill, but ont its ulluess, before God. To get into
down, find that the sun is already western! some
lonely place, to feel driven there b
ing, he looks back on things’ behing. ‘a great1onglng afer
God; this is what

Now | thisiisen natural feeling, Lut: is it the term attio
ying. And: how God meéts
mn Ho
n tone eg
th hy there Shell ghtets ‘the. place
0
verse, 0 we may. inheritance
assuredly, ‘with. bis, presence till the dingy r
8
&t No.
he
oh 10. 8 oe Si tha Foams
moortunie A Reed aad. RI 11 the temple, 1“ overluid with gold.
id |
fadeth
i what have we! todo with °K fied fine Chat attic praying was'a fas

in

9

dpe
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But now. there lies saiuts,
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of sorrow wiped away, what doors unto" heaven’ opened! Another fife has de-

scended, coming lower and lower, it has
flashed it« glory into the suppiiante face,
and be who went up heavy-hearted and
sad comes down like Moses, with a face

that shines.— Sunday School Jotirnal.

PUBLIO WORSHIP.
|
The first indispensable qualification for
the leading of public worship is a filial
heart.
The true worshiper is be that
worships

tha! the

the

Father,

It

is

significant
comprehensive prayer
€

simple,

were like Baxter!

Better still, if each

Men are dying.

The

night comes.

Let

us make haste, if.we would do an thing son. And we may commend it with confor a perishing world.—H. Bonar, }. D.
fidence to all, as a paper that is liberal
SO
"+o-b
Every one has heard of Meissonier’s and progressive,
methods of study. While at work on this |. work.

last picture, he has fairly ontdone himself”
to

to

every

good:

We chall aim to have correspondence
fresh and timely. This will include letters from the principal centers in this

in scrupulousaess, He has spent days
mixing snow with mud, in order

alive

get

the proper effect for the surface of his

battlefield ; he has bad horses trotting up
and down in his;yard for hours together,
that he might siudy their every movement ;

country, and. from foreign Jands. We
shall have a specidl correspondent in

and he has literally levied on every specialist in Franee for the knowledge of mili-

Washington during the session of Congress, and in Philadelphia next summer
to picture the great Centennial. Exhibi-

tary equipment which the picture shows.
He is so very exact and fine in his manner
of work that Eugene, de la Croix; once

said of him; Wel, Meissonier will, be
compelled to stop work for a timé now.”

I

tion.

Sample copies sent free.

as

Let us all make one grand rally at the
opening of the semi-centennial volume,
and induce every Freewill Baptist to take
the Star. In doing so, we shall benefit
the subscriber -more than any other per-

Kesson Papers

of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly, at- the rate of
100 copies to one address for $7.50, If the order:
is for lessthan four months at a time, the charge
will
be at the rate of $8.00 per. hundred. Payment in adyance. Sample copies sent free.

Whe Register

2

contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,

the names of all Freewill Baptist

churches,

have not received * the spirit of adeps
tion.” The spirit of adoption andof spp
plication are one. All unnatural and un-

meetings, with their statistics; the names of all
ministers and thejr post-office addresses, officers.

real formalism will be

impossible when

we realize the meaning of ** the glorions
liberty of the sons of God.”
In our
praise, too, our songs can not be vapid
and uninteresting: when we
nize

God as our Father, . Above all things else

we need a fresh baptism with “the spirit

of adoption.”—Dr.
ale.

Taylo?s Lectures at
i

JABEZ.
Who was he? Turnto the fourth ‘ chapter of first Chrovicles.
A dry list of

names, in one of the dry . places

"that

the first Sabbath in January:

reading matter. for the year, let me advise you to take the Morning Star.” And
we rejoice to know that many pastors are
successfully urging the Star upon the attention of their people.

Remedy, have Jroved of the greatest sery-

vice to me.
Six months ago .no one
thought that I'could possibly live long.
I had a complication of diseases,—scrofula, manifesting itself in eruptions and
great blotches on my head that made such
sores that I could not have my hair comb-

ed without causing me much

wlaa oangi

swollen

we |
larged,

glands,

|

suffering;

tonsils

on-

enia rged or *‘ thick neck,” and
large and numerous boils. 1 also suffered
are 8 few little comments on Jabez, if from a terrible Chronic Catarrh, and in
you will have it 50, just a little oasis in fact I was so diseased that life was a barI bad tried many doctors
the desert. ‘‘ Jabez was more honorable den to me.
with no benefit. ‘lL finally ‘procured onethan his brethren;"
“Jabez
called on
the God of Israel;” ‘‘ And God granted balf dozen bottles of your Golden Medical Discovery and one dozen Sage's
him that which he requested.”
Just so among us to-day; a little oasis Catarrh Remedy, and commenced their
now and then in the level desert of our use, At first 1 was badly discouraged,
existence, in the hum-drum of business, but after takmg four bottles of the Discovery I began to improve, and when I had
in the common-place social life,
What
makes it so?
Prayer! Now and then a taken the remaining I was well. In admerchant
* more honorable” than the dition to the use of Discovery, I applied a
rest who follow the common worldly busi- solution of Iodine to the Goilre or thick
ness maxims; now and then a statesman neck, as you advise in pamphlet wrap** more honorable” than his. party; and ping, and it entirely disappeared. Your
now aud then a Chuistian of eminent Discovery is certainly the most wonderful
plety and great liberality, whose *¢ praise blood medicine ever invented. I thank
you, from the depths of my
is in all the churches.”
Why this chron- God “and
icle, ising out above the ‘common heart, for the great good it bas done me.
Very gratefully,
;
events of to-day ? Prayer! Lhere is only
MRS. L. CHAFFEE.
one way of getting honor and blessings,
All medicines which are advertised as
and keeping them when they ‘are gotten,
und enjoying them when they are Zotten ; blood purifiers and liver medicines -conthat way is prayer. Business men, don’t tain either mercuryin some form of poleave the house without prayer.
Work- tassium and ioding variously combined.
men, sharpen your spiritual weapons be- All of ‘these agents have strong tendency
fore you
sharpen Jour tools. - Farmers, to break down the blood corpuscles, and
pray to be made followers of Christ, be- debilitate and otherwise permanently infore you begin to follow the plow. Then jure the human system, and should therethe distinction and the happivess of Jabez fore be discarded. Dr. Pierce’s Golden
will be yours, If a man is in honor, and Medical Discovery, on the other hand,
safe in honor, we may expect to find also being composed ‘of the fluid extracts of
that he prays; the two facts are warp and native plants, barks and roots, will in no
case produce injury, its effets being
woof ol the same cloth.

literary institutions, obituaries. of deceased

istess &c:, &ec.

strengthening and curative only,

Postage, 2 cents per copy.

The Pralmody,

:

ig the denominational Hymn Book, exten.
sively uséd, printed on both white and tinted
paper. Largebodk,in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, $1.10 3:
Morocco Gilt, 1,58; Turkey Gilt, 2.00. Postage,
18 "cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, T

cents,

alveh
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:

The Racred Melody

is ‘a small: book of 225

hymns

and several

medicine,

and with the waking hours the soul en-

ters, as it were, into a fresh world, To's
Christian, who lives forgetting the things
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than

$1.00.

and Tane book, prepared for no i

one denomination, and is well adapted to social °
worship or congregational singing. Price $1.00
per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more
are taken. Postage, 16 cents.
Butler's Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of doctrinal theology, and the author's views
are those generally accepted by the denomination. $1.60 postage, 24 cents,
'

Butler's Commentary
‘by the same author,—Prof. J. J, Butler, contains two volumes, one on thé Gospels, and the
other on Acts; Romans
and Corinthians,
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family =
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 22 cents,
:

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of ourexistence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history. 75 cents; postage, 18 cents.
:
The Memorials of the Free Baptists
give the rise and progress®of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their union withthe Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The

Minutes

of the

General

are published in pamphlet

Conference

form at the close

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace:

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions,
cents;

postage, 18 cents.
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Sabbath School Question Books
are for adults and children.

i»

LEessoNs for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,08
STORY of Jesus,
«
315,
108
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, ,15,
“
08
The Biographies

"|

DAVID MARKS,

of

:

WILLIAM BURR and

Daniel”

Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
‘and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,

$1.00,

post, 18 cents.

The cad, of which this is a fac-simile, is printed on heavy tinted paper, and is well adapted to
meet the long-felt wants of Christians, and will
be found yecy- useful , for fSneral, distribution.
Another card, “To the Thoughtless,”(a companion
to the one above) .is also ready. Sent te any address, i
ed for $1.50 per thousand. Address all orders to
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J. LATHAM & Co., 419 Washington street, Bodin;
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contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Ser-mons and Lectures. Price $1.50 and $1.80; post
age 20 cts,

would be benefited by reading
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Thoughts upon
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Thought T
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is a reprint of 130 pages from an Englisly
edition, and considers the responsibility of mam
in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts; postage, 5 cts.
Close Communion,

Book.

An unusually good selection of choruses, for
mixed voices, nearly rh
Wh * When Allen-aDale went a hunting,” ‘“Chosen One,” ** Th
Owl.” are
capital gleeg, ‘and are fair specimens ot

or Open

Communion

is an experience and an argume.t, in which:
the folly of close communion is clearly and ably
exposed. A book of 175 pages, by a Baptiss
clergyman. 25 ote; postage, 11 cts,

Lectures

Per Dozen, $9.00.

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel
‘| lent book for all who would ‘search the Scriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most imor National Songs,
portant N° as of Bible study $1.00; postage, 16
A book for the times, with the patriotic -Songs
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arranged.

Should be

in universal uge
the festival months of this
A
famous year,
Price in Paper, 40 cts. 3
Boards,50 cts.

After fifty years of efficient service, the

that are behind and reaching forth unto | Morning Star now enters upon its second
(lose that are before, each day brings the Half Century with an experience full of
revelation of a new heavens and a new
earth. How pure and untouched, how promise, and a purpose full of hope.
full of opportunities and Sossil lities, ‘the ‘The WESTERN ‘DEPARTMENT ‘will be
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Guide

to the Saviowr,

is a little book intended to assist: mquirers
in the way of salvation. 25c¢ts; postage. b ots,
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What a blessing by itself is the gift of a
new day! Night comes as a curtain of 'oblivion to shut out all that bas gong before,

isa Hymn

35

tage, 2 cents.

Daniel prayed three times a day. Elijah was parilia, which used to enjoy quite a repumightier than Abab, and went up to face tation as a. blood purifier, is'a remedy of
the King of kings, in one of his royal thirty years ago, and may well give place,
chariots of tire; and Elijah was a man of as it is doing, to the'more positive and
like passions with us, who prayed,
The, valuable vegetable alteratives which later
Mussulman who falls down in prayer ab’ medical investigation and discovery has
the sound of the noon bell in the minaret, brought to light. In Scrofula or King's
way teach Christians.’
If the hurry of Evil, White Swellings, Ul¢ers, Erysipelas,
Swelled Neck, Goitre, Serofulous Inflamthe street, the bustle of the house,
shonld
give place at times to spiritual prostra- mations, Indolent Inflammation, Mercution, there would be'a gift from God to rial Affections, Old Sores, Eruptions of the
men of even greater honors and earthly Skin and Sore Eyes, as in all other blood
blessings than those for which they are diseases, De. Pieroe’s Golden Medical Disstruggling. Not only, hot ficst, in the covery has. ‘shown its great remedial
assembly, but the closet, * let us pray.” powers, curing the most obstinate and intractible cases. Sold by all dealers’ in
—ddvance.
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Price, 10 cent
a copy; s
96 a

dozen; $7a hundred.

The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the -doetrines held by the denomination,
and our gemeral ' °
usages in church-building. It 1s published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents;.pos- -
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of ‘our’ benevolent societies, an account ‘of our

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
cents; postage, 4 cents.
The Choralist

rent interest among all denominations.
Said a pastor to hig congregation, on

THANKS '“FROM THE DEPTHS OF
‘
THE HEART.”
WELLINGTON, Lorain Co., O.,
Aug. 24, 1874.
{
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.:
Dear Sir.
— Your medicines, ‘Golden
Medical Discovery, Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
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rangedin their appropriate Quarterland
y Yearly
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will aim to be the fair and impartia) chamis a larger book of hymns and tunes
sets definitely before us what God is to'us ** everybody knows that Meissonjer paints
of all our interests, to uphold our the Sacred Melody. 50 cts; postage, 11 ots.
pion
before we Dreseni our petitions, and it is only with br
ade from the eyelashes
important that we realize the full mean- of new-born"Tfants’; and I perceive that faith without being dogmatic, to give the. The Book of Worship
“only
a few copies left. All gilt edge;
ing of those words. I think much of the none have died during the lasteight days.”
latest. news from: all the churches, and Postage, 20° cents,
lifelessness and artificialness of our public —Paris Letter.
d
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devotions results from the fact that' we
also to include whatever may be of cur- The Tribute of Praise
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“was heard in'that he feared.”
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peutant, self-accusing temper, which is
always looking back, and microscopically:
observing bow that which is done might
And ‘what fruits of isolation and comhave heen better done.
Something of munion wi'h
God some now could
speak
this we ought to have.
A Christian of. What battles, with temptation
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ought to feel always that be has:
partiaily been fought upon the attic floor till the
failed, but that ought not be tbe only little sunbeam, stealing through the dusty
feeling. Faith
‘ever to ~be-a-san~ window, touches with a erown of victoguine, cheerful thing; and perhaps,in ry the wrestling suppliant’s head! W bat
practical life, we could not give a better baptisms of the Spirit have been received
account of faith than by saying that itis away up under the rafters, how many
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But that is so far foi being the pre- | the lectures of Dr. Woods, and in the cate that he is not to so fully succeed
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may henceforth,
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vailing disposition’ ‘néw, ‘that a chief preaching of Prof, Park, he. fame
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We need a kind of genuineand wholesome moderation in our religious life.
The feverish restlessness of the Exchange
ought not to re-appear in the sanctuary.
The prayer meeting especially should be
devoutly meditative, for that is better
than that it should be nervously exeiting.
Sacred: song should soothe while it kindles and lifts the affections. | Christian

beshown at Philadelphia, and all its

liberate and &xtended
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these May mornings, and keeps
hand busy with beneficent work
leftjg both silent and. blind.
whole line of work is usually
the most effectively ‘when it
quietly.
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changed, preaching, prayer, and exhortation have. Many of them admit and rejoice'in the change, as we algo do: These
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the principles of loyalty, imtegrity and selvesin varios ways. The hand'ef recpatriotism.
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Anything to justify conduct. A young Indy ous pledges for the future. Bro. G. Bean
of the chuschy will do a generous thing for our ‘Cen.
is co-operation with them in révivaFand. this country, which is only about one in New Hampshire,4« member
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Two-thirds of ciate her-imamortal crown, A fact.
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‘field of labor, or for a. shert. rest, which:
other important events. Thus the his ian sentiments, or a goodly number of those arriving the past year were males,
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full of |

was a apie hit, and will undeub

within a few years, ) glve*to the church

said a while

a galaxy

ago,

boys and girls in some ofthe paths thas
their great grandparents
trod.
Fer if
‘may be that we have got to train a generation especially for howest and patri-

They perhaps find it a difterent thing
performing Christian duties in the rou-

tine of daily life from what it ‘was under
the inspiration of those great assemblies.

otic public service before we

tended as not formerly to others.

of revolu-

really get

it ises
Stat
But these are not of this kind. There is plight last’ year, which is 'certaindy 1 tificaté of Christian charsster,,
not addressed,
other howevetor,
the
On
sny eburch.”
here no changeof denominational relation. ‘great improvement.
Hence the greater evidence- of advancing Band, the number returning: to: their
truth in the body.
old homes last year and the year be-|

We look at this smbject in no bigoted or

But the factis, the very best and most it.
partisan light. When we speak of the
\ satisfying part of the Christian life may | Finally and chiefly let us: exercise shat progress of free sentiments imthe-clsmrches
be found, indeed, should be found, in this humble reliance on God that has beew so and denomination, we refer omly to what
uneventful ' routine. The very thought signally corfnected with all the real na- all candid men admit, and mest: with joy.
of pardon, of peace, of redemption, ought. tional achievements.
Influences counter | Bat weshould take-eare not to exaggerate,
#0 make every hour eventful.
The soul to this are already in operation. The or to assume that there are now virtmally
that seeks Christ daily will be filled school and. the church, education and’ no denominational distinctions, or that a
with ‘hie presence, ' and will thus find worship, are alike passing: an: ordeal
single modification: would destvoy them ;
more than the inspiration that any hu-; whose harmful consequences-only stead- such as that there is-new no difference beman presenee-could afford. Watch and. fast principle can avert. Reverenca for tween us and the Congregationalists: éxpray; be steadfast; do the right thing the Bible, for the sanctuary, and the cept on baptism, or between the Free and
that comes nearest to. hand, and do it Sabbath ; respect to superiors; the ex- Close Baptists, except on the communion
cheerfully;
so shall
your
Christian tension and strengthening of the publie question. There are other differences as
school system ; the stimulatiom:of indus- great at least as these; and which ean mot
progress be a constant triumph. try, the practice of temperamee, and of be ignored.
.
>
~The Golden Rule greatly exalts the habits of*economy ; the greatest possible
seservice of young men in the world’s his- elevation and improvement of all classCURRENT T
tory. It'tellsus of a'David whose un- es, and the exaltation of truth and' honor ——TrE HIPPODROME
EETINGS»
A
saved Israel;
of an 10 ‘every sphere, public or private,—these elergyman in New York dity, who was
Alexander
had conquered the world are a few of the things attention:to which
intimately connected:
the Moody
' before:.he was thirty; ‘of a Caesar who will greatly strengthen and bless the § and Sankey meetings,
says that according
clomb to-the Roman purple while he was nation.
to the most careful estimates one million
>
>
yet youthfiil; of a Napoleon. who made
and a quarter persons attended the varihimself raster of Europe while the old.
PROGRESS IN DOOTRINAL. BELIEF.
ous services atthe Hippodrome, ands at
generals.called him a ““ boy ;”..of a Pitti: Te must have a very obscure and limit. least four hundred thousand different in~
who was Prime Minister of England just | oll knowledge of sacred history who does: dividuals were present. to. hear the gos- after he had come to his majority; “and not percéive the great advamoe that has pel. It was Believed that half of this
in the light of our own Scriptures, we’ been made in doctrinal truth within the number had not béen in: the habit of atread that the work of human redex ption fipresent century.
Not that the- old ques- tending church. According. to the rec-.
itself was-accomplished by One who was tions in controversy have been settled, the ords, which were kept from day. to day,
+ crucified on Calvary when thirty-three. #¢ five points” of Calvinism. obliterated, | more than'ten thousand different persons
Youth is bold and hopeful. . Not seeing: Augustinism
the inquiry meetings, and are
and Polagianism. compro- attended
v danger, it.con not fear it. © ‘Age may be mised ,andall oppo
mized. believed to have been under the special
as bold, but it is cautious.
Experience
Thain
After the fierce and protracted conflicts of |i infinence of the Holy . Spirit.
Jhas taught it to be careful. The worlds | the past, there wxdii§ j
ful respite ; | names and addresses are preserved, and
work needs both. Who knows but one in a good measure” a opics of former they have continuedto be- under: spiritual
class is just as essential to complete and debate have been laid aside; other and | oversight and instruction.
Nearly four
“safe progress as the other ?
better subjects have occupied. their place. thousand of these presented. themselves.

fore ‘was three or four times as: large |
asit had usually been. All of these pe~| \
culiiarities may be ehiefly “attributed to |
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home, the resolute men come,

regular
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eoccupa-

Denominational Hews,
Arrival of the Missionaries

- The returning missionaries, Mr. R. D.

{ Frost and Misses French and Cilley,

| peached New York city on Monday evening
tions to rely upon. And mot only db the of last week. ‘Mr: Frost andMiss French
idlers shrink from. coming, but. a large ave in comfortable health, butiMiss Cilley
erally those whe

have

propertion of these who have lately. returned home lave- beon of that class.
Evidently this is-a slight improvement. .

jspoorly indeed: She is now inthe cave of

kind friends, to whose

efforts- we know

will be added the symapathies-and prayers
of ‘many Christians. The Father’ owderOur Bae etlnall things meveifally, and ine hive we
ee goView ow TEMPERANCE.
glish friends seemito think that if per-: cam confidently wt.

sons oigood moral character
r-sellers,

and

could: be

if the

trade

in; deeent quarters;
Ro
greatly redweedd
i
be
the harm. woulll

This view was lately advocated at.a
large temperance ‘meeting: (so called); im
Londomy whose main. purpose seems.to:
have been to save- the tmafic from the
hard blows: of tie- temperance reforms

Asthough itrwere the persons who

ers.

Foreign.
sep. Missions.
The resignation. of Bro. Libby, as
Con. Sec. and Treasurer of oun’ Foreign

the harm!

does

was

And this- very meeting

participated 'in by noblemen,

by

and

the: church. They greatly miss their
former pastor (mew: Pres: Dumgin of
Hillsdale College), still they are contin
uingin prayer to God for a man afer his
own heart.—We obtained for Home Mis.
sion, $5.00, with the-promise of the church
apportionment, andipledges of 8100, for
. Centennial. ”

We

Hid reallya “feast of fat thimgs"

with Bro. P. W. Perry and his people

Great Falls, N. H.

at

- haverenjoyed a

most wonderful outpeuring of the: Divine

Spirit simee Dec. last:ne less than 15)
souls having proféssed faith in God, and
have become workers<#ogether with: him.
We could hardly believe our ewn eyes
and ears, as we saw the numbes- present
at the prayer meetings, heard seores upon scores-of new voices;
of different ages,
of both sexes, proclaiming the love of
Jesus, amd singing gloriously tp: his

‘Mission Society, Has already been am- praise. They have a Se school
of great
moumnced in the Stes: also the action of the
Ex.. Board, in the _eleetion of Rev. J. Lo

interest, averaging

Phillips as Cor Sec:,.and Rev. NM Brooks,

with a Christian

| Treasurer.
fas

Bros

Libby

pceount of failing" Health.

oven

300;

a oomgre-

gation om.the Sabbath filling thé house,
unity

and

love;. work

resigns em

and worship, which is veally refseshing.

The- officers

as cold water toa thirsty soul. Daring
these past months, the pastor has: been

sell the liquor, or-thie plages where itis: elected im his place were suggested by

sold, and mot the ligper- itself, that

confidence, love,.and cordial sapport of

himself.

| The mest complete: harmony ehavactey-

izedithe action of tie ‘Board in tifis- mat-

The factis, | ter and what is true of this, has: been
many Cliwrch dignitaries.
in Eng
soeiety
true-of the action of the Board on. the
reform.
the temperance
land is expending about one hundred amd. various matters that: have corse-befove
annually in agi them. for the past two. years. Ehis wae
dollers- nd
thirty thousa
tipplers ave. the emphatic testimony given bythe reand'the
tating their cause.
id
tiring Seeretary. The membevscof the
beginning:te. focliadia
afraid:

early andilate, in season-and out of sea
son, working for the salvation of God.
The brethrem, duly - appreciating these
constant and most arduous services; have,
with a moss, commendable unanimity,
embraced
the great gospel purpose; . joined heart aad hand in tho-work, avd! thus

reaped gloriously for humanity and’ God.
Though tlie Sabbath was rainy, | a. thank-

Boandi weve never move hopeful, aud ‘we offering collection of $BH0 was taken,
still appeal to the people for aid Tn behalf over
and shove their apportiontient’ for ~~
the way the Jndkpendiné foretells thie of a. canse which is sure. of continued Homie Mission. A ‘children's Mission
opening ok. the Exhibition at Philadél- progress and of large-success. |
Society hasbeen formed giving one-half
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This is

Fhe following resolutions, on
o rosie of the ameuntraised to the Home Mission. phia:
nation. of Brother Libbey, were- unani- As we left: these warm hearted | friends,
There
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masic
by
tie
greatest:
of
Controversies in the. chureh. have given
German composess;, a prayerer |h Bthe. | | mously passed :
| on our way heme, we could but exclaim,
= way to-controversies-outside of the church. : having professed conversion, hesjdes- mostelogyent of the bish
THE NATION'S CENTENNIAL,
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we | “ Glory to God in the Highest" fon what
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withont:
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accept
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resignation
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€.
0.Libby,,
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heneb:
Wednesdayat noon the.ceuntry begins
nant American church ; ols bf the
by oa
who were not able to be- present, on thas. tier ; then more admirable music, set! to Who p30or fonrteen
Budsise yoyears, has most
hat effectively
sti vety filled
ied he has done for Great Falls.
50 celebrate-ite hundredth year by open- any Christian chiirch, or aspired word, or
the silliest words ; then an’ eloquent: ad- hal our Foreign.
Miscion Society,
J. S. Bunesss, Com: Sec:
ing a grand Exhibition in Philadelphia. personal deity ? + These are some of the evening. Just think of what a force for dress
That.we feel deeply, grateful to Bre.. Libby
papier
by President. Hawley, and a reply, . fon2. the
good has thus been set to. work.
questions.
While
the
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our
sincere
devo
on..tu
the
int-sests
of.
our
All the products of hand and brain, of
not: so. eloquent, by President Grant; Mission whieh he bas manifested, forchis wise
A Hard @ase.
industry and skill, of art and science, in faith, the foundatiohs of supernatural rethen flags, chimes,. artillery, Hallelujah counsel ami discreet magagement in the most tryIng
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for
the
success
to
which
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hax,
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TRRINSON
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Undenr-the above head, a. corpespondchorus; and then: the presidents. will under
all of whieh this-country has made a very ligion, are boldly and persistently assailed,
a
uod led us, by
exercise of these quali
There will naturally be a. difference of proceed through the maim building: with
8.
ent, (A..€.) communieates the following
creditable record, will be shown, and true believers have felt that they were
the foreign
and native commissioners,
8. That. Brow Libby, having been oar -Secrefary
the rite of
. thus the real advance from those wilder- summoned to’ this defense against the opinion on the fitness of Anna Dickin- and the
and Treasurer {du En
most critical periodof particuloews of a son's refusing
President
of
the
United
States
son’s
going
upon
the
dramatic
stage:
sunficnemipasional tis
rel Doing the formative communion to his owm futher, ‘‘nor have
. mess days will be clearly seen. But the common foe.
wilt gi hh
the big Engine im motions and period of. our
evolent.a
tua
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The results of these controversies and She has been so widely and favorably
we means of knowing,” he says, ‘thas
distarbances in the re
ry
expositions will be ed of
reader-has been too often told about the
all;
known,
and
people
have
felt
so
near
to
bork EW
t
fhe: ‘world.
the creed that limits. the communion of
plan-and scope of the Exhibition, and our the assaults of unbelievers may account
Rat
weds
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tuily
Ey
hat wads Which As gered radu.
saints. bo.sect has evesrbeen changed”:
= special correspondent will keep him too for lack of controversy at present on former holding an ownership in. her, that they
4. That
we do moti ih
he Ri
That much has been will not letso impertant a step in her
v.rell informed about its progress, to re- disputed points.
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The Sst wee
the Free Communion
«casion, -however, may suggest a few many false tenets have been given up, and when it"was rumored that she was shout, |.
many absurd theories exploded, admits of to become an actress, there were many .the publication: effa/réligious Serial,in the
profitable reflections.
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Even at this late day the proguess

no doubt.

and

allows.

That the

national

indé¢pendence

should have been. achieved
,provised
~raw

army.

rabble

-ablest and

of

by an im-

ofl provincials,—just

a

‘patriots,—against. the

most experiénced

Still it would be unwarrastable

to conclude that there is now no important
difference of belief or creed in the churches.

<outeome of the revolutionary struggle
‘have net ceased to be regarded as mirac-

soldiers in

catechisms
The confessions, creeds
have not become dead or obsolete. They

yet stand and occupy. ‘ahigh place. in the
various denominations. Any one doubting
it has only to make

the practical

‘experi:

ammu-

ment to obtain thé most convincing proof.

nition from an’ exHaustless "commissary,
- while our own troops’ sometimes had no
“cannon balls or bullets but such as they

Controversy with regardto them may nok

Europe, supplied with arms

and

gathered from the field. or picked: from:
their own wounds after repeated volleys

from:the enemy,~—that we

be as prevalent, but for sabstance’they are’

f
still as tenaciously held as ever.
Take for example what for convenience

should’ have

spiel 8 a podtof at Shui 1white | theof ‘the-origin
Pose Communion.I
Ting wmso
of the: pin 4

© Cearies S. PRRKINS,
and strong protests against it, and. there Family Circle department, which. we are. ;
Sec. of Beard.
ya a feelingof relief,<of Satisfactionat 1 sure will be found:
to. be not only interests |
:
—+when the rumor was found to be | 'ing ‘batiprofitable. Ts will deal with the- ir
aihd |
0
Qoacbés.”
But there is nothing like that now
|
| ‘Ene Sabbath we-spent witihBuo. Kimors
in
The debut, is, slready made, ' prominent. featunesof the present liberal |'badk, pastor of the-Lynn church, was deand probably ‘nothing but a complete imovementin the larger Bapkist body,, |iTigherd “The congregation usually numfailure will'drive her from the stage. Tt | andwill thus. mot only interest older|
from 200 #0. 300, with a Sunday
is W'sphere Where she may exert an in-| readers, but will instruct the young is, a boat Egg
At 150 persons. The
fluence. Part of it will of course be subject, with which they, . especially. if, prayer meeting: in.the evening was deeply
good. The presence of ladies. and. gen
they belong to. Baptist familias, ought: tof) ‘interesting, several of late having emtlemen;of reals character: and wdkth is
braced Christ, and: becoma- members of
needed pri the stage, for about the same be familiar. It is written hy Mrs. Ada the church.’ The brethren have labored
reason that’ "better ‘and abler men,’ are. Kenjigel, an accomplished Christian Indy, under difficulties,
and peeuniary embrassneeded in polities. “On| the othex hand, and.one who has carefully studied thé ments, which they. hopeto overcome,
aad

whipped England, against, sack 'odds fs
still a wonder. But/one finds stray bits of
history here and there that throw light tinctive sentime
If 1.80, w
and
enedto her.on the lecture stage, and
. upon it; * Here
is one: * Rev. Mr. Cook, where? isan
tay have changed |
.of Menotémy, in 1776, said one ‘Sabbath in some instances, different illustrations who have gone away lifted into a higher
#0 his congregation,

who
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before him with their guns in their pews,”
ete, ete.

0
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h eld a
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the doctrine, as
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sphere of activity, and thrilled for nobler
sity]
ce. These will generally miss the

that she may exert in her new
Fisk, pd pracaimed by Weslo, id essen. force
sphere. Of course she will not be liketially loved and chefi¥ied” fo-diy no less ly to wholly forsake the lecture field.
than formerly, Tt has not béen rejected,
Somebody or surrendered, or compromised. ''Can'the But we are‘hot yet satisfied ‘that she has

“What reveals the secret. When Chrisrfian ‘patriots take their guns to church,

“Wietory doesn’t tarry long.

that bayonets sani¢ be affiemed of Calyinistic., tenets, 48 not now done an unfortunate thing, both
‘were trained to think. ‘But those heroes expressed in the standards of Presbyte. for hérself and the public:
said in the late rebellion

- of the Revolution trained theirs too Pray,X

»andthat was better.)
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rians, Congregationalists, andO. Baptists?{

So far as the creeds and standards are
Jn the next place, : this Fa conbary’ 5 | concerned, all know ‘there is very little
‘progress is no guaranty of futiirg,
pros-4 change. There have always been among
_perity unless we wr A
‘individual them diverse schools, modes of expression
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subseribe for the Star, and get the whole
of this valuable story.
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ducement, we offer the paper to each
new subscriber for the remainder of the
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Rev: FUL, WILEY proactiod his ‘farewell
sermon to’ the Concord, N. H., cliarchi, the

last Sabbath in'Aptil. * From an article in one
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Moody's last words at the Hippodrome :’
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and apparently natural stepsthat one advances from that tree-shelier of the ancients to the
sumptuous abodes of modern times.
That is
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world.
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Familiar Talks: with Boys” is the title of
a small volume by Rey. John Hall, D.D.,
which Dédd, Mead & Co. are about to publish.
If accurately described by its file, the book
from this source will meet a want. The same
firm will also publish, ** Free, Yet Forging
their Own Chains,” by Rev. E. P. Roe; and

“ A Life of Benjamin Franklin,” by J.8. 0
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and removed to ‘hat place;
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Boston Globe.
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cluding volumeof Pioneers and Patriots.
The promised biography of ‘A. 'T. Stewart,
by Gen. J, G.' Wilson, ‘will be largely from
data foriished the writer by Mr. Stewart himself. Some time ago Gen. Wilson prepared a
sketch of Mr. Stewart's life for publication in
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a tusk of aa ele bant a, piece,
of scroll

villages'that were on the river Nile, thrown

great’ confusion

a sum of

$75, 000 was he people,

mie

ly what the others did, he did not believe

trance.

to kaow, you

kind words ' and manner, i
im
Jow she worked in a hotel for X=
Age

‘a week, and

the sales of old row, shot, and shell picked

‘en-

her: in

Hohe

of the

is stated that from a tax of sixpence per
hundred
weight, which
the Russian
Government levied upon the proceeds of

it was the reflection of the gardens and

tell me,” he

fottéing ' & ‘shy 6h

to:

formed

tons, is 16 be constracted for Krupp's
appointed. = Thish.appeved frequently
un- 100
works

‘4.8he dets Yep ungely,” he thoGght ; t

my little girl, tell me your

name, and
T Would Tike to know where
you have’ been, and where you are going.

—

Sd

‘Hence it was but a nataral and

stated

But there happened. to be with this army a
Conundrums.
wise mun, who did not tryst. enfively to | |
What is’ he difference between 8 belle and a
his:.own eyes, and although he snw exacts
burglar?

ter clothing, and when he ¥sd@sished he

ed.

another SHED

be

con-

easy step to substitute rocks in part for timber,
abd so get a house of greater permanence.
Aguin among the Chinese and the Egyptian
races, we have still better specimens of archi

is but « hint of how immigration and superior
force have changed the habits of classes, the

on by the allied armies and fleets, when it

the little Mamie up on his knee. ** It bends over it, in ils calm waters; The
must have been May Stevens,” he said.
soldiers rushed towards thé place, frantic
When he started for home little Mamie with joy, but when they got there they
had to” ¢* tiss ee boofal gem’man doo
bye,” and Martin left a very happy: dittle

(00 Bow hil Gk» dnc

these away.

abode

Edgar

extent to which Sebastopool was fired up-

land, all reversed. The: blue sky ' was
mirrored ‘there, too, just as: you. can:
see the banks of a Jake, and the’ ky thal

Mariia laughed, and; took

rude

pullof wind might carry away.” So the natiyes were compelled to adapt their dwellings
to the more solid tastes of their visitors. That

Beckett

Edmund

A FAINT idea might

t of water, in the distance.

In it were mirrored the trees and villages,

to seek

rains drive

and.

ly the recording of accounts of public events,
but of such matters of general interest as have
occupied public attention—political, Hterary,
social, commercial, ete, ete; It is intended,
also, that each number shail contain « finely
executed steel engraved. portrait of some
prominent personage, with whose name the
public at the time are busy,
Thus the April
number containeda fine likeness of William
B. Astor, lately deceased, and also an accurate
biographical sketch of that millionaire. A portrait of Mr. Moody, the famous revivalist, sp-

side for the back of a hut, from which branch
es and trunks of trees are extended, and thus

But the windy and

occur in a permanent

venieny form, It jnctudes in its scope not. on-

Lecturing

but that is not so. What it docs is this;
it reports itself ai Greenwich twice every
day, and there are return signals, The
weight of the pendulum is 680
pounds,
and it can be accelerated a second 8 day
by putting ou an pounce weight.

Uy the

‘me

CLOCK,

action with the Observatory at Greenwich,

with fing, sand,

ing

finner, and s'e’s doin’ to ‘mate

in the others.

choked

in Which they

the shelter of the leeward sides and of the
sunny slopes, al length use a precipitous hill

the remaining walls and roof of a

The plan of this magazine is

calgulated to preserve a dispassionate and satjsfactory account of current events in the order

“For the Last Time.”

that the winding up of the going part
takes ten minutes, but the winding up of
the striking parts—the quarter part and
the hour part—takes five hours each—and
this has to be done twice a week. The
contract cost of winding up the clock is
£100 a. year. The error of the clock
amounts to only one second for eightythree days in the year, and there is no
other clock in the world of which the same
may be said. It was commonly supposed
that the clock was kept right by galvanic

appeared:

were gia Thvived 4G

é 3 Hi

Sivjand dust ‘ee ARNG

and

Sir

minister;

ring Dharchifd eros Hid ' barnthirst

bered by many,

ly in advance of them, who, dwelling in a hill.

are built up.

Price 50 cents.

The Record of the Yedr is the title of a
new magazine the publication of which, by G.
W. Carlton & Co., was commenced with Lhe
April number. The editor and “originator is
Mr. Frank Moord, whose labors in ceanection with “ The Rebellion Record” will be remem-

So they be-

themselves

States

Published by H.0

Houghton & Co., Baston,

“ the predilection for durability, innate. jn the
Arya, wus intolerant of dwellings which a

before the British Horological Institute
recently upon the great clock at West-

Soon after, the steamship itself came in
sight. * The sailors were now convinced,

An

your

Mamie, clasping one -of ber ‘ting fiogers

take long to0.80 and 26, anyway.”

You need not be afraid to

of lightning, but old ones die, which
secs to be a proof that young trees. are
better
conductors, — Journal
Applied
Chemistry.

ships.

pitty: dess; opher sews'chine1 exclaimed

thought; ** and if it were Jesus.
ir
there, Fknow 1'd go back! Tt won't

generally

lightning, seeming to con-

stant use of the mails.

Its phi-

That was among the Nair-

accustoming

alphabetica)

in the United

arrival and closing of mailsin the principal
cities, distances by shortest mall routes, etc.,
ele. In short, the
Guide answers every quose
tion that one is likely to ask about postal matters, and is invaluable for all who make con.

Bat the book is not wholly confined to architecture.
It is partly ethnologic.
Tt traces
lose the tops.
Elm $ are As’ Ji Lhon stiuck,
nred |
the
migrat
the Aryans down . the
as poplars? Colladon has are
;
aluyns, to their earliest set
young pear (rees recover from the effects slopes

then

ing sands of an Egyptian desert, fainting

Es

means of (satisfying her little body's
longivgs.", “Ye do it untd 'm a!”

“Well,

fers least from
duct it away

Tae WestvinsTER

for the chiMren; she said she, kpew
haté brow eyes?

too, dd cos dod perhaps she fad

ani

hood of Geneva Lake, where these obser-

vations were made, the poplar tree suf-

them.

information, ' Besides two full

are also listsof money-ordet and letter-carrier
offices, tables of domestic and foreign postage,

describ-

Next we are shown a class very slight-

country,and

on and carefully arranged in ‘an ivory
box, ‘They contain receipts for payments
of money and bear the consular date, with
the name of the day and the month and
the amount paid. The tablets are evidently accounts, and from the way in
which they are kept there can be no doubt
that the spot where they were found was
the site of a Roman banker's house.
EfFECT OF LIGHTNING ON TREES.
A |

another.
ship * was
seen
in' the
air,
was bottom-upwards, as the captain. bad

said these mirages

ritian,

is that ‘of a number of tablets, written up-

A ‘but ro wre hic ‘geuerally

Just

boreous shelter.

made of wood.
"The néwspapers tell us of a recent discovery among the rains of thig city. It

in regard

and

AL
5"
8 of use]

(one arranged alphabetically by States), there

gin to heap together various kinds of rubbish,
both to elevate them above the running water,
and Lo turn its channel away from their ar

ground stories of many of these houses
were used for stores, while the people
lived in the second stories, which were

some interesting observations

man,

along the ground beneath

their
The

Bwiss savant, named Colladon, has made

of primitive

The United States Official
for April contains nearly 400
lists ot all the post-offices

lotophy is thoroughly utilitarian.
Use and
opportunity,~thatis the basis of ir. Or, perhaps it wouldbe better to say, the means at
hand of supplying a want,
Thus the book
first Introduces us to a group of the rudest
classof humanity. It rains, The group huddles beneath an overhanging tree. But with
the increasing storm the water begins to run

better when we are told that the people

lived but little in-doors, most of
time being spent out of doors.

and manners of the

It is by no means & spiritual book.

The houses were low, generally not exceeding two stories, and plain on the outside, Ii'isnot strange that they did not
take more pains to make their houses look

arizing

Revie.
01 & God and the

sale by Fairbanks & Co,, Chicago, ($1.00),

mansions, the feudal castle and the palaces of

12 to 14 feet wide,

3 pedi, M

¥ Cre Spry

instruck the average reader. ; Published {or the

the Renaissance, * The illustrations supplemeuot the text, and thus complete the work.

width and but few over 20 feet, while one
of the main business streets was not over

dey

author by John P. Prall, New York, aud for

ing 'the temporary abodes’ of nomadic tribes,
the massive grandeurof Egyptian and Assyrian dwellings, the peculiarities of the Chinese
house, the elegance of the Greek and Roman

miles around it. The
crossed each other at

hes

lol.
Ear.

conversations with the people whom they visited, constitute the text of the book. = Thus, as

rude shelter

right angles, and were very marrow; the
widest being not more than 30 feet in

right, asin thecase ofthis ship, baf
rsed,turned bottom wpwards. This apiedrance in the air is.called a mirage: He
told a sailor te go up ‘tothe foretop and
look beyond the phantom-ship.
The
man obeyed, and reported that. he could
see on the water, below the ship in the
only this ‘one was ' a steamship, and

like it,

Wr

oa
3

fresh and racy manner on
jects pertaining:
to the proper study of the Scriptures, and af
fords much useful food for thought.
The
style Is pleasing, and will entertain as. well as

races themselves, from prehistoric down to
modern times. . This inciudes the modesof
constructing dwellings, beginning with the

show that the cily was of oval shape, and
it was about two
streets generally

fo Fu

dir, ‘one ' precisely.

a he ax B (LE
a
© Hi me fen 2,00

ferent nations, observing their places
ol abode,
and means of constructing them. The results
of their. observations, given . in the shape of
dialogues between the two persons, and of

kind, with the appearance

which came clear up to the ancient eity
of Pompeii that its present site is “Tile

ork, Phil.

autkemticft
ation
‘constitute
admirable statement of the principal argu.
ments. The remainder of (be book treats in a

architecture among the several races of man-

from. the water.
he excavations which have been made

There
Se

aod never after wards believed in Phasitoiy:

folks?
“ Was she rather

child: was+ hang

ft A | conldu’t gét off any

of

‘¢ She would not tell us her last game,
bat told us to.call ber May... She stayed

two hours cuttiug-out and Steing clothes

andI'm 3s, hungry as’—bub bo. did not
finish. the. comparison, for. the:
thou
carhé that perha,

and

stories which cause the flesh of children to

wi

|"@

cuse (true enough, no doubt), he hastened on toward home.
Ino his anticipations

of home,

houses,

genliike thedmag

ing wind !

and. with

fully. by

the translator says in a note, we get a descrip.
tion of the ‘origin und development of domestic

Stabiw, so filled up the margin of the sea

fire bounding out of doors and windows—

he
aa
%s ray, pid
perfect pictare in theTad of

= must get home eutof it. :1t willScer- | spa
tainly show to-night,’

dances in deserted

‘distance they

¢ I suppose I should have seen who it |]
If;

Few Facts about Pompeii.

thé Water below this image, but at.such a

the

lights were dio; and she said nothing, so
he“went on.

“he said 10,
od tired,
nd this

mootlight

-told the-wonderful- tale; and
“on
deck, he explained tithe Bailors that this
strange appearance was caused by the
reflection of same ship that was sailing on

a little

beggar,

on

and meant that not one of them should “to the effect produced on different kinds
¢| ever see land again. The captain was of trees by lightning. In the neighbor-

child sitting on a door-stép to shelter herthought she must be a

roads

nights, or haunt peaceful people in their
The eruption of Mount Vesuvius which,
own homes; of funeral processions, with
just about eightoen hundred years ago,
long trains of mourners, watched from a
buried the city of Pompeii together with the
distance, but which, on nearer approach,
neighboring towns of Herculaneum and
melt into
a lice of mist; of wild witeh-

clamation of fear from one of them made
them-all spring to -their feet. The-one

started homeward.

As he walked along he passed

flit about lonely

and he sat ‘thinking for somé time. Then who had uttered the cxyppoinied into the
taking his pencil be wrote on the margin air at a little distance, and there the aweof a magazine leaf, ‘‘ Even as ye do it stricken sailors saw a large ship, with all
unto one of the least of these, my breth- sails set, gliding over what seétaed to be
ren, ye do it unto me,” and handed it to a placid ocean, for beneath the Ship. was
Anna.
She blushed deeply, but said the reflection of it.
The news soon spread through the vesnothing, and Martin went to his roow.,
sel
that a phantom-ship with a ghostly
| crew
was sailing in the air over a phan|!
tom-ocean, and that it was a bad’ omen,

my brethren, ye do

marvelous,

FAOTS, 3
mY al [5

the deck were almost asleep, when an ex-

doesn’f.gdin much froin” gsspcidting with
them.”
:

think
fell

some

it more

for 2 oir,

reading
such a booka, this: It prescots nof | Sections oF Luke"
ouly the development of the Art, but the [ore voted

the mirage of the Spectre of the Brocken,
—Frank Stockion's Roundabout Rambles.

NOT TO BELIEVE OUR EYES.

Anna: only to help them a little. I can going to prove to you, that a thing may
find work for them and I'll ngyeér miss be true and yet not be real. In other
what I give them. And 4s to the other words, there are times when we do actualneedy people—are there not just as many iy see marvels that seem supernatural, but
who are abundantly able to help ‘them ? that, on such occasions, we must not
If every rich' family would help one believe our own eyes, but search for a
poor one, the result would be—well, I natural cause, and if we look faithfully,
we are sure to find one,
can not tell what—it Well be grand!”
Once a vessel was sailing over a. north.
‘Well, Martin, you“can do as you
like ; I have enough else’ to occupy my ern ocean in the midst of the short Arctic
time. These poor people are gendrally summer. The sun washot,the air was still,
low and ignorant and filthy, and one and a group of sailors lying lazily upon

In loving trust to Him
Who knows your grief, and will sustain
Till trials all are o’er,
Then take you home, no more to roam,
Safe on the eternal shore.

one morning, to select a

things, couldn’t you fix
over for the little girls?”

One

di

8 | and your eyes tell you that you have seen | 'iiiosonhy of ft, The author supposes that | evidences a

creep upon their bones, and make cow*¢ Why, Martin, don’t go wild over that ards of them where there is nc reason for
one poor family !” laughed Anna.
‘No fear. Fgr you may lay it down as a fact,
doubt they are needy, but ¥.suppose there establisted beyond dispute, that not one
are a hundred others just as poor, and of these things is a reality. The person
nut a thousand miles from here, either. who tells these marvels has always what
You can’t help all of them, and I think seem the best 'of reasons for his belief.
you'll find one small family far too expen- He either saw these things himself er
knew somebody, strickly truthful, who
sive for your small income.
“J do not expect to sapport them, had seen them. He did know, what I am

:'Oh, to the humble, trusting heart,

of through the day, and

to

sme you have so many. old dresses and
'

curved‘When andyouirregular.
behold anything

There are 4 great number, of marvel
ous things told us of the phantom forms
and ghostly apparitions—of specters that

in-

Anna,” he said to his sister,
4. it.seems

flee away,

As darkest night before the light
(Of'the appradchiog day.

of the least of these,

to

terest his parents in their behalf.

Tt Jeans dwell within the soul,

EY

of his

tried

* callin

Jesus—oalling,

thivugh ‘which the¢ rays of light pass fre | geoupation.

(and pleading. - Alas! how ‘many of his | some ghostly thing, don't believe them, | = individusis, beginning in the earliest hiss
most devoted followers, having eves, see but investigate the matter closely,
and tory of the race, and gifted with move than the
Fou will find it no more a phantom
than uverage wental ability, make a tour of the dif
not, and havi ing ears, hear not!

do it
some

It matters not what sorrow
The bleeding heart hath torn,

YE

ear, pitying.

crosses, you know, but thig“jast “seéms
almost too heavy for Della.”
"wu.
ba
Martin talked with the poor lady for
some time, who at his request: told him
of her trials and poverty, und he assured
her that they should have relief, and more
profitable employment. Little Mamie’s
eyes looked up into his so sweetly and

And anchor
of the soul;

And we, bereft, Ror.

school
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commenced,
and I had Wwpo way to+ getéxpect
ber || chances
to itwork forJosus—oalling.
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tious for cath rine cite A,

our earnings are small, asd Dellahas bad | *“ Anna, 1 begin to think we can Bot | ooast, and the reason they assume Hose
The stady of architecture, in different ages
to give up her school. I managed to | always see Jesus, nor recognize his voice, fiiasic forms is that the
‘of air | and-climates, maybe made a very ‘profitable

That bids the heart rejoice,
Though waters of affliction

pa

Landers’

-

vhs

stithéd, &b Ho'ibed
with thé post Wolan | glace at Martin, “and L knew. Mary | inetafif#0 this] # Gud bec Werpl wbhy, and |
who, though pale-hnd feeble, was Shigery

at

hy

“ Lo, 1 am with you alway,”
Spake Jesus’ loving voice.
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Bhool

its contents, he will ‘be ashamed;

a notorious)

"You say to’ Accompanied by some

’

cal,’

ansical,

i ng.

dishonest. mun; {f You 2, Bok he found a bare rock of hard sandstone, ‘'tiplied her debt by seven and her taxation

very
particu
Ww yo!
OUR
ons y be insoribed with Greek, Arabic and Coptic
bac faugh with you; bat you
luntly,
*¢ You have stolen my money and I ean prove characters, Jle came to the conclusion,
it,” and be is touched
at once, Forty needles on close examination, that the surfaces of
in a bunch are blunt enough; each one used | two inelined plaves of sandstone are covseparately pierces, If .you make callous men
ered with loose, disintegrated sand; and
repent in A sain their repentance will be that this sand,in
gradually rolling down,
superficial ~Beecher.
*

produced
a sound

like the swelling and

waning tone of a humming-top.— Chamber’s Journal.

** MYSTERIOUS SOUNDS.”
18
ik
Single sounds repeated many times,
and a whole sentence repealed after a
second or two, are alike mysterions to

by wal Ridinond owes more
as much, and taxes are greater

bute
per

‘cent. St. Louis has increased en debt
from; $5,500,000

to

$16,500,000,

and

her

taxation 60 per cent.. Rochester's debt is
more than five times as great, and her

taxes two and a half times as great, The
«debt of Pittsburgh has been multipled by
four and a half, and the taxation by four

.

B,

©,

wD.

;

Or

F'rofesso.

P. 8. BURBANK,

n

Yak in

LATIN

|

fornia,

for

a

combe, sixty miles off: Rather more
than this is the distance from Holyhead
t afterward. When the booly was missto Kingstown, near Dublin, a distance ed, and.the robbers failed to ascertain the
travelea by the audible sound of a salute place where it “was concealed, they refrom a fleet of war-ships. Cannonading vived the ‘proceedings
of the famous
off the coastof Essex has been heard at. chaffeurs by roasting the feet of their, vicCambridge; and off the North Foreland, um in order to extort a confession. . But
at London, —distances of seventy or eighs the inflicted tortures had a different effect.
ty miles, The booming of great guns The man became insane, and it was with
has been heard from Méssina to Syracuse, the object of restoring him to reason that
from Genoa to Leghorn, from: Ports~ the robbers bestowed the utmost attention
mouth to Hereford,—distances of ninety on him, in the hope that when he recov+ toa hundred miles. Great explosions cf ered he would reveal ‘to them the place

gunpowder, in,
powders
apd. J
magazines, Fa said
MAP
at distances

nearly

Guns fired-at. Ca

as

as

t

rows bare

in Denmark,
across. the.
Sweden, a hundred
:
At two or Le

these.

at

the

battle

during the American

THE GEOGRAPHY

WaconThe
Con-

phere.

miles;

cannonading' in the German
audible

at

Shrewsbury, two

New

lands,

envie

with

sediment of a hundred ceotaries,

the

will rise

up to extend the borders of the old south
continents, and islands joining together

it-

sell heard a bundfed and. thirty miles
off ; and it is even said that guu-firing at
Stockholm was once heard ata distance
of a hundred and eighty

FUTURE.

southern waters must ‘be drained off’ to
make the oceans of an o
te hemis-

of Gettysburg,

civil war, made

OF THE

Thus it is seen that, as certainly as terrestrial revolutions continue, in the course
of 10,000 years there must ‘come an * entire reversal of polar conditions.
The

Rr
les off.
of

Kent, it is said, the-ecannonading at
terloo was heard,—the distance being’
siderably over & hundred miles.
terrible firing of the federals. and

federates

where the safe was concealed.

will expand into mainlands.
At the same
time the northern continents must be in

great part submerged, and their

and that

summits

and ranges becowe the bleak islands and
the bold headlands of a tempestuous
ocean.
Central Asia, with its broad tablelands, may still retain the name of a con-

‘Qcean was
bundred

miles off. But if for “eannonad’ng
we:
substitute the “mightiest” sounds of riature,
great voleanio. eruptions,
‘we tinent;

laut, beyond a few outlaying
islands, thece will be no Europe, and but

leave such distances far behind; Sir
Stamford Raffles and other reliable authorities tell us that 4
nic. eruption

little of North America left. The Atlantic waters will stand five bundred feet

@ eastern Archi.- over Lake Superior, and will wash the
pelago, was heard ni e ondred :railes base of the Rocky Mountains in all their
vay.
ET PPA
AREA
To
: length. 'A new Gulf Stream way again,
as it must often have done before, flow up
rious in son
pwe
deceived the valley of the Mississippi, returning
as to the direction
ence {hey
come, | Lhe deltas to the prairies, and remaking
at Sumbawa Island,’

There ja often, sowelhing Véry myste-

even when the fon Whoa
ley are o t the beds of . the ‘world.
a familiar kind; and if we are deceived| idle or impossible fancies.

both

as to Sirestion. thr

mystery

ws

1g |

tances

st.

are

'no

Not only are
they the jresiilts of rigorous ealculation,
but they acoord perfectly with the unmis-

he

e of

These

|

best a
this - was the exibition takuble evidences which the ocean has left,
known as the * Inyisible Girl," pleasing all over our land; of its recent ‘work “and

in jgself and, scientific in action, In ihe

resence.~—C\ 0.

Merriman,

in, Popular

middle of an. exhibiiion / room ‘was a Science Monthly for April.
O-0-0-0-b
small globe of copper.or ‘brass, suspend>
ed by stringsor
ribbous from a canopy,
GEORGE ELIOT.

gi

into one of thése »mouths fntellectuul power, lightened by the perWE io Tk if 3 i _petual play of changing expression; a

deep think-

in her tastes.

The home of his childhood

and youth was in a stern but: picturesque
region, being nestled in a pleasant. nook

at the foot of a broad-backed hill, which

stretches a mile upward and westward,
till
it introduces a travelerto a round8d sum-

home is one of the finest

neuntaig

lakes

in Connecticut, to which he was
devoted
in boating and fishing in his boyhood.
The community in which he lived was
made up of sturdy men, who were interreligion,

polities

and

thrift. Their peculiar, way of life ‘has
been well delineated by bimself in his
‘* Age of Homespun,” The bracing climale and rough

but

vigorous

soil made

them somewhat severe in aspect and selfreliant in character; but intelligence and
hospitality brightened their family life,
while an earnest Christian piety refined
their feeling and purified their lives.
Farming was the chief occupation, though
an active business in excavating and sawing marble brought many of the
people
into contact with other towns.
In this
community Dr. Bushnell spent his youth.
He was

a

strong,

resolute,

self-reliant,

practical, kindly boy, a leader and a favorite,free from little vices and irreproachable in morals.. ‘From his earliest years
he

was

Christ.

and

united

with

the - Congregational

church in ber native town, which relation con~
inued until her death. Her lew expressed

self-reliant,

and

self-asserting.

ort of preaching.

for a while, but when it became Bush.
pell’s turn to serve, he refused, saying

For over

[relating to the absorption

of nitrogen by | and aid. ' She has calmly gone to her rest.

It was supposed that the

leaves

were not the medium, but this is contradicted iz the case of insectivorous plants;
also Plants supplied with glandular hairs
take in nitrogen, causing us (0 fuppose
that the hairs ave for this very use; also,

from some late scientific research,it has

B. 8. GERRY.
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STANTON,

Sanborn, départed

wile

this

life

of Dea. Benj.
in

April 22, aged
65 years. ; In 1842,
husband together sought
ginee that BSave together
several years she has'| been

Lyndon,

Vt.,

she and ber

the
Saviour, and
served him: For
denied’ the ' privis

dued

was it in tone,

thut the effect

duced upon the audience was striking.
The mode of ‘produding the ‘sounds was
scientifically complete. . A frame.work
that surrounded the ‘ball had an air-tube
along one horizontal bay aod down one

lends itself as readily to topics trivial as
to topics profound, = >
is full of a

sbumor—as, indobds (A360 her IWritings—
|: that is redeemed
from sarcasm by its

leg ; when
a spectator spoke'or, whisper|‘ with hier Sunde

the globe back into the!
editube;
and conveyed into an
Aapartment, where they were heard by a lady!
confederate, who whispered 3 " had y,
answer. We remember the'‘¢ 6 vo n,
and enn vouch for the’ fack Nat
seemed to come, from.allay
being located in the small glob# itself.
1
Tt has been pretty well” afecrtaived, in

oii

Bh
at
grey
eay

Or

“Ab

“nnellsa

:

to the task of

going

griiand’

very , generally

very mueh. into, society.

or

So thoroughly

dt | Dickens, though like Thackeray; "her
1g a {manuscript d
scarcely
an”
sound. or a blot, London World, y "en va

is

‘0 Mheiutileot has only one

Bale
a ata pki rei
er ”
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vases,

with

varioms arms.

and;

JAwith a sword and the iron head of a spear.

adr

ilix

countries are also endeavoringto agree.
with France and Switzerland for a law

forbidding

the destructionof all insect.)

ivorous birds.

Since

the wholesale

struction of swallows,

de-

night Rakes, &e.,

caterpillars and insects have

increased so

numerously
a4,to be 4 mischievous enemy

to agriculture, and’ gardens, and woods
are becoming quite deserted by winged
visitors.
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a
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Referring ‘to, the workiogs of woman
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| suffrage in Wyoming,an Omaha ‘corresproportion
ta dis beim, ho had. unt

Westui4 pignotle
bus mountalu
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earthen
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thiofe Ate Pat. [to be sure, ls.a very. considerable:

noco
on' as * oneof
which travelers ‘have heard -

™

"from Jornaments, which bad doubtless belonged
to the warrior, were also. found, together,
e..effort.

e destiny of the Freglons of her brain,
The destruction of small birds has been
‘Who might be better described as the gen- ‘80 merciless in the nortly of Italy and in
|'erdlizations ' from” her own
ersonal
arts of Tyrol, that ‘their: protection has
knO¥idiye Bude petlense, is go painfally fore made the ‘subjectof a Wiplomatic
and'ab tbingly deep, that she is unequal treaty between Austria sand Italy; these

‘Heard. o ‘This, itis belleved, | &
| re

is due to.dneof three cansas

from

o

in ber

oes she think out her books, evento the
strugture of her sentences, belore ‘she
commences to write them,
that, unlike

- fatara, neat Naples, when the ground
a certain,
spot.is struck by: t
stone
inst it u peculiar hollow

arge

séceptions

Rogooys X rk,
MA

Yidiehe takes in the lh

SE a
isi disttootly

hothéniea
x

{Horne
n aly
one of the

;

-

greatest men fn.

abled to Jopedt from her suffering Master
“ Thy will be done.” Asa devoted wife an

rravel pit at Ferre en Tardenis, in France,
mother in her family, as a faithful member in
iscovered the burial place of one of the. ‘the
church and in society she is held in_grateancient ‘Gauls, who had Deen interred ful remembrance.
wre WeLi N,

|[-ever-préfent Syipifhy;
sich is a rough there, together with his war chariot. ‘The
[and impes
keto of ¥éorge Eliot, as vchief ‘part of the car and the wheels had
| she may be. s en when, she, is pefibied resisted thie’ inroads of ‘time, Several

ed into: one of the trumpet-mouths, | ant
the sound was echoed by the hollowof |

admit of a scientific explana

workmen: engaged in digging a

fice, No.
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N

of ite; Sunday Republic (Phila:

| delphih) says: ©

MRS, COMFORT CAVERLY died

in Strafford

was un daughter of Eld. Joseph Boody. ' About

thirty-seven years ago, she was baptized by
Eld. John Caverly, and joined -the Strafford

South

Road

church

(now

of which she remained;
death.

by

Three

Cunaan

chureh),

a member

till ber

C.VICKERY,

including rooms, etc., from

}

When

courses,

‘or further

aher haviug lived with him a

Chas.

Caverly,

married

life

of

about sixty years, She leaves ong .child, Mr.
Leonard
Caverly. Life’s long J \xriage is
over; dnd we trust she has indeed ‘found **'the
desired haven,”

)

J. L. BROWNE,

MARY A), only daughter of David and
Abby Hen row Sicd in Now, Barnstead,
"April 19, of consumption, a
wars and
9 Fonth: "It has Pven ev Hon that fo dear
young friend was not long for this life. She
was neturally of a weak constitution., But

what impressed
us the most

was

her quiet,

innpéent ‘'deportwent both ‘at’ home and at
school and even When eujoxing the sompany ol
er
youn
ends.
Her deporiment also

the hot

bt God Ya

fn the Sabbath’ school

to
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et Offices 59 Clark Street, and at dépPots,
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REV. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M. Principal; MRS.
G, 8. BRADLEY; Preceptress, with several com-

CHICAGO TRAINS.

petent Assistants.
g
Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st, 1575.

Mail and Express,

Winter Term of 14 weeks, commences Novem
ber 30th, 1875.
i“ pring Term of 12 weeks, commences March
3
e
For circulars write to the Presiden., Rev. OQ, EH.
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Depot footof Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second
Street. Ticket Office 121 Randolph 8t.. near Clark.

KLIRU HAYES, Sec. Trust:es.
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.

for the 86th Academical Year,

pring Term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 15, 1876.
For particulars, address the Fonda) or

ova

5.15pm

6.30

ally.

ers.
g Pupils fitted for busifiess or: the best colleges.
Lebanon.

4.00pm}

* Sunday excepted. } putirday and Sunday excepted

Secretary.

EPANON ACADEMY ..-G. F, CHASE,
A. M., Principal, with full board of teach

W.

Kansas.
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Detroit, Lv
‘G. T. Junct'n'
Wayne Junc..
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e Institution is one of the largest and best
in the state. Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
J.8. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1875.
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Time Table.

Going West.

Spring Term opens. March 21, 1876,

J

Main Line)

+ an!Day | Kal |fatian,; Night

Going Fast,

.-CENTER

Fall Term opens August 28, 1875,
Winter Term opens
December
6, 1875.

(on

Michigan Central Railroad.

HENRY

ENDAR

their

LEAVENWORTH,

and

Center Strafford, January 26, 1876,
HITESTOWN

opened

DIVISION;
or
ching
off from

STATION

direct

$2.50to $3.0 per week.

WARREN FO88,

have now

Can be had at all
TIC
ETS
Through Ticket Offices
of tte
different Railways in the nited States and
Canada, and at the Company’s Offices.
H, RIDDLE,
A.M, SMITH,
General Superintendent, General Passenger Agt.
Chicago, Ill.
1y8
Chicago, 111.

.
Normal classes.

| was always in harmony with ‘the sacredoess | Pr.
piri place. Thus we believe God was pre- mail. Address Dr, 8. P. Stoddard, Medical
62¢4
og her for a bighér realm to which we rector, West 14th stiet, New York,
ave no doubthe, has takem: her. May her
pitsaisand t 0. brothers who mourn their
3
)
per day at home, Samples
bow submissively to God.
9,
i
g
"7 W. ROGERS.
$5.70, $20
, Sen no87ly a4
“

running

Chicago

ish and. Classical.

information

COACHES

ATCHISON, KANSAS, making this
The Ld Line Controlled and Run
by
One Company between

°°

approbation of the patrons.

DAY

ISLAND ROUTE.

WILTON

and

The Faculty, oy impa ing instruction ina thor
ough and pi
anner; hy the use ot the
best: text-books, and
by
ful attention to the
wants of scholars, hope to
deserve the continued
or,

NEW

SOUTH-WESTERN
KANSAS LINE.

8.
on to students who haye the minismn in view.
}
:
{
RING TERM of 1876 bégins February 22.

Two full

THE

purchasing Throuzh Tickets, be sure they

.

Normal,

ly’ early.

Gen. Sup’t, Chicago

This Company

REV. 5. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal, and
Professor of Latin and ‘Gréek.. Competent teachers assist.
Rooms for self*boarding and board in
private fi mities at reasonable rates, Board in

clubs §2.

Farn-

Street,

and magnificent
§
PARLOR SLEEPING CARS,
With all the modern luxuries combined, expressly
to accommodate the largely increasing travel now
passing over this Favorite Route to California,
After crossing into Iowa, the traveler passes
over the finest A
ral portion of the State
and tk rough Des
Moines, its Capital.

Preceptress, French,

USES
ACADEMY
STRAFFORD,
TR
RD, N.
N. H H.

268

Clark

Marvin Hughitt,

ELEGANT

June 29, 1876.

€. A. FARWELL, Pittsfield,

ce,

62

Two Fast Express Trains leave Chicago daily

to the Principal,

¥or further particulars, address the Sec;

Omaha

Offices:

at 10°A. Mr, Sundays éxcepted: and 10 P.M. Bab.
urdays gxoepted.
5
:
This Great Central Omaha Route has been
thoroughly eqaipped with
;

Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies,
Board for clubs, either for
es or gentlemen,
from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in families,

A

Street;

Ticket

VIA

Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music:

|

:

CHICAGO,ROCHK ISLAND & PACIFICO R.R.

Principal of Normal

Geometry and Rotny,
Miss LOVINA H.
HAYNES,

Carsto Missouri Valley

Route to California.

Department, German, Didatics, Mental and Moral
cience.
LINDA

|

THE GREAT OVERLAND

Winter Term
begins November 8, 1875.
Spring Term begins Feb. 7, 1876.
;
Summer Term begins Api 24, 1876.
KINuSBURY BATCHELDER,A. M., Prtncipal
of Latin, Greek and Chemistry,

Miss

Trains

2eowly

E. C. LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
N.H.. July 20. 1875.

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M.,

Through

Gen. Pgss Ag't, Chicago.

AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.—
PITTSFIELD, ME —Courses of study

yours ago she was left a widow

the death of ‘her husband,

5 State

Chicago

ave via the ROCK

for both sexes, College
Preparatory,
Clasegical, Scientific. Terms, ten weeks.
Fail Term begins August 23, 1875,

Four

W. H. Stennett,

Principal, with eight as-

closes Thursday,

Superior,

under Sherman Hoyse; corner Canal and Madison Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner W. Kinzie and Canal Streets; Wells Street Depot, correr
Wells and Kinzie Streets.
For rates or information not attainable from
your home ticket agents, apply to

:

:
Hamnton.

Palace Cars

Lake

ham Street; San Francisco Office, 121 Montgome

Street;

LL, A. B., Principal.

For further particulars, apply

Poliman

For
Rockford,
Sterling,
Henosha,
Janesville, and other points, you can have from ,
two to ten trams daly.
New York Office No. 415 Broadw:
; Boston
Of-

|

N. H., March 80, 1876, aged 85 years and 1
month,
Sister C. was born in Strafford, and

Milwaukee,

t

lisy Two

For Lake Geneva, Four Trains daily.

N INSTITUTION.—A.

Summer Term

She

fifty yenrs she was a devoted Christian, an
earnest worker in the church and Sabbath
that he came to school to study for him- school as wellas in the home cirele, where all
gelf and not to watch other students.— mourn
the .ghsence of a friend, Her home
bas always been a place of welcome for Zion's
President Porter.
SEIEETEIREE
,
i watchmen, ‘8he was a reader of the Star
the commencement of its: publication,
Of late we haye some interesting facts from
fifty years ago. Missions shared her sympathy

For

Cars

ping,

Minn

and

Trains daily.” Pullman

Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms
of ten weeks each.
CALENDAR:
Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
Vacation-one week.
Spring Term begins Monday, Jah. 31,1875.
Spring Term closes Friday, Api) 7; 1836.
Vacation two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.

ALFRED ANNIS died
of paralysis of the
brain, after an illness of fifteen hours,in Sebec,
Me., April 24, aged 69 yous and 5 months.
Bro. A. was born in Clinton, Me., and was
converted about 1830; was baptized by Rev.
Hubbard Chandler, uniting
with the F. B.,
chureh, of which he remained a worthy member till death. About twenty years ago, he
was chosen deacon of the Sebec church, which
office he filled to the last. He was a true
Christian, a kind busband, a loving father and
a good
neighbor.
The sudden death falls
heavily
on the surviving widow, Margaret
Greenleaf, of Norridgewock, to whom he was
married March 13, 1881. Moving to Sebec he

Sangerville, April 2, aged 76 years,

8 Tuesday, Decem! er 5, 875.

HAM

sociates,

during that long period was absent only two
Sabbaths.
Her long, active and useful Iife
came to a close after a brief sickness of three
days, and she passed away without a struggle
or a groan. A few hours before she died, a
friend
askedil it was well with her, and she
replied in the words of the Psalmist, ** The
Lord is my strength and my song.”
Com.

academy — then récentl!
opened — into | | 088,
which the master had
introduced the
SISTER ANNIE, wife of Dea. Cyrus Bailey,
monitorial system. This was maintained died with an atféction of the throat. in So.

H

By

~B. MESERVEY,

three sons and three daughters, all setof fifteen, he attended the and
tled in life, survive him
to mourn’ their

At the age

© Some

NEV,

Sabbath school in the district school-liouse and

forty-five years.

N.

Bay

Junction.

For circulars, address the Principal.
augll
=
Weare, N. H.

ound in her a friend.
For twenty-two sums
mers she githered the children’ and
youth in a

léges of the sanctuary oa account of ill-health,
found that some plants; which abound and
swered
from the
gle
yet has found a sanctuary in her Christian |
oice
most sympathetic compass and been
i
most
id
nitrogen,
grow
in
soil
which
is
home.
'When
she understood -the much
ing in’ three or four an, a
y aceordrichness; a manner full of & grave sweet: ‘@ntirely frée [rom nitrogen.
These cases dreuded cancer was her disease, she almost
ing to the
frement of
(Gues-A
hess,
uniform)
entle and intensely 20
far:to prove that plants obtein nitrogen sank with des nidenicy ond seemed almost
tion,
and singing, at” a era
oe
omanly, a
the depth of rom the atmosphere.
impatient to’ depart.
It ‘was her great fear
i
globe was only a foot or so in)diameter;:ithe interest taken in ordinary and ol
e
that she was not reconciled to God’s will in
O-Sid
* 40+
ut so completely did the, voice ‘seem fo ‘things and. people; . conversation: which
her sickness; yet with
divine aid she was en-

come from it, and so. delicate and sab-

WEARE,

The poor and unfortunate

lived on the same farm

Green

with. Pull-

[<] Sleeping

For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through
trains-daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clinton, Two 1 hrough Trains: daily, with Pullman
Cars on night train to McGregor Towa.
For Sioux City and Yankton,
Two

(LINTON GROVESEMINARY,
Winter Term

duly,

and

man Sleepers 10 Winona.

year.
Aid is rendered students preparing
Chvigtan ig
aio
or catalogues or other in
tion, address;
D.wW.C. DUNGY Pre:ident, or op REYNOLDS,
Secretary and ‘Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.
.. Hillsdale, Mich.. June 22, 1875,

herself both for good discipline and thorough
instruction. In 1838, she indulged a hope in

with the Over-

daily. Pullman Cars on night trains, Parlor Char
Cars on day trains.
)
For Sparta’ and Winona, and points in
Minnsfot, One Through Tram daily, with’ Pull-

per
for

distinguishing

Trains

Paul and’

For

commence Mar. 1), 1876, with a Board of twenty
Proiessors and Instructors. There are eight de.

tselfin deeds more thun' words, yet she al‘charch was "placed ius
ed her conversation gave the impression
‘see more
ed than on
she was a true. Christian, . She welcomed
each sitting on its to her home ministers of all evangelical depear Dr. Bushnell's nomindtions; and guve liberally for the sup-

mit,~—on which thé
and from which you
other distant church,
own hill-top. Very

ested in education;

twepty-six terms in Bfnghan;

xead.

Two Trains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, and running through to Marquette.

ing taught him the. first and best lessons
partments and courses of study. There are five
well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries.
of life. His father, though fixed in opin- gave token of pure intellectual powers,and her The
College Library contains four thousand volparents gave her the best advanlages for obion, was courteous in his ways, and his taining
‘an education which the country afford-' umes. There is also a Theological Library.
The location is exceMenty and with the new
mother, though notable in household in- ed, These opportunities were well improved,
buildings, every facility for study and improves
dustries, was fond of books and’ refined and Miss Drake became one of the most suc- ment
$8 inrnishen,, Expenses from $120. to $50
cessful teachers in the' region. She taught

plants.

:
and in contact with nothing but those
A slight presence, of middle hight, as
ribbons, except that four trumpet-moutbs | fre hight of woman goes; a face someopened from the four sides of | th lobe.
bat long, whose every feature tells of

On_ speaking
and weil

bold,in which plain living and

Through

St.

s

his guardians

Two

2

ing the vigilance of

short time, and secreted the safé in a
lace ‘where he would be able to recover

on Bnand mt

through trains daily, with
attached on both trains.

SCHOOL.-<FRITZ
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ples are notable enough. The evening
gun at Plymouth has been heard at Ilfra-

in llegar, April 21, 1795, She was the
second daughter ‘of John Drake, one of the
first settlers of the town.
Early in life she

cas be

this

man Palace Drawing
Room
through to Council Blufls,

The location. of this school, near the college
and a quarter. In the aggregate, and aland theological school, affords
many advantages
| lowing $50,000,000 for convertible and at hier residence in Princeton, March 24, aged which are very important to students during their
reparatory
course.
The
special
‘work of the
Her sickness was | P
A strange story comes from Spain. | A merchantable assets that belong 10 sepa- 28 years and six months.
school is to prepare students for co'lege, and
and the affliction came with
those who are not conversant with the detachment of soldiers some time ago rate cities, we find that the net indebted- ofall short«uration,
‘every effort 18 made to do this in as thorough a
the more s.iduess.” She had lived in Princeas possible. Expenses are moderate.
scientific conditions. on which they de- discovered, in a secluded part of a mount- ness of these nineteen cities, which, with ton but u short time. yet long’ enouzh to en- manner
Send for a c:talogae.
pend. Some recorded echoes areof very ain chain, a eavern, which was inhabited deductions made, was not quite $100,000,- dear hersell to nll whose acquaintance she had
Lewiston, Me.
A.M. JONES, Sce.
remarkable character. Those on and by robbers, who had taken advantage of 000 in 1867; has grown to $330,000,000 in made. With a gentle and unobirusive temperament,she
won
the
esteem
of
all
who
knew
near the Lakes of Killarney are doubtless the civil war in order to ply their crini- 1875, a net increase of $230,000,000, or
ber; The closing scenes of her life were very
IKE SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming Co.,
per cent. The average interest paid impressive,
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permanent ad- blessed immortality’ beyond the grave. She
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and
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by night,—a statement possibly in need decently furnished, and provided with $16,000,000. There is some consolation children. Her only regret was to leave them,
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Hallet Kilbourn, offering to submit the
books of his firm to the inspection of the
The Japanese indemnity fund bill was
the Principal measure consideréd in the
Senate, Tuesday, no vote, however, being
- reached.
The bill appropriating $50,000
for the subsistence of the Apache Indians,
in Arizona, was passed.
In the House,
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against General Butler
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since was expunged from the records. _
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